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ABSTRACT
Vocabulary instruction is often overlooked in preschool and kindergarten.
However, the positive impacts of having a strong foundation in vocabulary spill over into
children’s later schooling, improving their reading comprehension. Promising effects of
audio prompted delivery of vocabulary instruction via storybooks for young children
have been reported. For children at-risk for disabilities, from low socio-economic status,
or English Language Learners, novel words are not learned incidentally. The present
study examined the impact of extended teacher instruction delivered in conjunction with
a small-group, automated, vocabulary intervention in classrooms with at-risk
kindergarten children. Thirty-seven children were identified by nine classroom teachers
as needing supplemental oral language support. Intervention was implemented in small
groups for approximately 15 weeks. Results indicated that vocabulary word meanings
were learned and maintained better for children who received extended teacher
instruction versus those who listened to storybooks via audio prompting alone.
Implications for educational research and practice are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
For young students to be successful readers in later grades, it is essential that they
acquire the building blocks to learning in early grades. Building a strong foundation in
reading skills during the early years prepares children for success and competence as they
progress through higher level grades. Research indicates that young students who do not
master precursor literacy skills are at higher risk of future reading disabilities (Ritchey,
2008). Data indicate that students who are not proficient readers by the end of third grade
are four times more likely not to complete secondary education and ultimately, not
graduate from high school (The Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2018). According to the
National Early Literacy Panel (NELP, 2009), 11 predictor variables (alphabet knowledge,
phonological awareness, concepts about print, rapid automatic naming of digits and
letters, rapid automatic naming of colors and objects, writing or writing name, oral
language, phonological short-term memory, visual perception, reading readiness, and
print awareness) met criteria as moderate or strong precursors of children’s later
academic success in conventional literacy skills. Specifically, oral language was found to
be a key predictor of children’s later reading comprehension skills. Oral language refers
to children’s ability to produce or comprehend spoken language, including vocabulary
and grammar (NELP, 2009). Early vocabulary knowledge is under the broader umbrella
of oral language, is one of the strongest predictors of short- and long-term school success
and is critically linked to overall reading competence (Dickinson & Porche, 2011; NELP,
2009).
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The following sections of Chapter 1 provide background literature related to: (a)
levels of vocabulary knowledge; (b) characteristics of children who are at-risk of reading
difficulties; and (c) the need for effective interventions to improve vocabulary outcomes
for children at risk of failure based on current instructional practices.
Levels of Vocabulary Learning
Learners who are at-risk of failure in reading due to income, disability, or
language often have trouble with how well they understand word meanings (i.e., depth)
and the number of vocabulary words known (i.e., breadth; Zucker et al., 2013). Being
able to understand word meanings allows children to label and understand the world,
communicate with others, and achieve goals (Biemiller, 2003). To successfully
comprehend texts, children must be able to understand the words they are reading.
Children who have had experiences in rich oral language environments generally develop
larger and more elaborate vocabularies than children who are at-risk. Using experiences
from a language rich environment allows children to leverage their existing vocabulary
knowledge during learning opportunities at school as they progress into independent
reading activities. Building on their solid foundation, these children are more likely to
seek out opportunities to read and engage in oral language interactions (Coyne et al.,
2019). For children at-risk, language deficits prevent them from gaining new language
skills, leading to what is referred to as the Matthew effect, where the rich get richer while
the poor get poorer (Stanovich, 1986).
Importance of Instruction
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Given the diversity in young children’s academic performance, specifically in the
area of reading, it is critical that teachers understand and address the early literacy
development, including vocabulary, of these diverse learners beginning in their preschool
years (Beck & McKeown, 2007). Vocabulary instruction should be a key component of
literacy instruction for English Language Learners (ELLs; August et al., 2005; NELP,
2008) and has been demonstrated successfully with diverse populations of learners (Beck
& McKeown, 2007), including students with disabilities and those from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds. To better meet needs of children at risk of failure, teachers
must design supportive levels of instruction according to the vocabulary needs of their
children. Teachers need to make decisions about the kinds of instructional activities that
will positively affect students’ vocabulary acquisition (Beck & McKeown, 2007).
Teaching for Vocabulary Breadth
Embedding instruction within the context of a storybook teaches children many
new words and their meanings. Coyne et al., (2009) reported that teaching for breadth of
word knowledge: (a) is time efficient, (b) can be incorporated into readings with minimal
disruption, and (c) provides children with basic definitions within a meaningful context
(i.e., a story). Exposures to new words are limited by the context of that particular story
(Coyne et al., 2009), perhaps constraining the child’s ability to use or understand the
words beyond that particular storybook. For example, when exposed to the new word
brave during a read aloud, a child may only associate that word with the lion who was
described in the storybook. The child may have difficulty applying the word brave in
future contexts or about other characters. Two parts of teaching for breadth through
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embedded vocabulary instruction are crucial: (a) providing a child-friendly definition,
and (b) providing supportive context sentences to further elaborate on word meaning and
usage in text (Zucker et al., 2013). However, within teaching for breadth, children may
not be given the opportunity to discriminate, manipulate, and interact with word
meanings (Coyne et al., 2009). Therefore, engaging students in oral language activities
may provide opportunities for them to continue exploring word meanings through
intentional instruction.
Teaching for Vocabulary Depth
When teaching for depth, extended vocabulary instruction occurs as children are
provided with opportunities to discuss and interact with word meanings outside of story
readings (Coyne et al., 2009). Extended vocabulary instruction is associated with benefits
that promote children’s development of deep and refined word knowledge that includes:
(a) engaging children in rich dialogic conversations around word meanings, and (b)
developing greater word consciousness as children move beyond simply memorizing
word definitions (Nagy, 2007). Although children may superficially know a word, their
knowledge may not be extensive enough for them to use the word in real-world settings
or draw on it when comprehending text (Hadley et al., 2015). When young children
receive extended instruction after storybook readings to discuss and practice new words
with the teacher, they gain added benefits, such as improved comprehension (Zucker et
al., 2013). A primary goal of extended instruction is to promote depth of word knowledge
by providing more time teaching targeted words so that students can have multiple
opportunities to interact with words outside the context of the story.
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However, time constraints involved in explicitly teaching target words may make
extended instruction difficult, forcing teachers to focus on teaching fewer words for deep
student understanding; thus, they teach fewer words well. Further, decisions about what
words to teach may be difficult for teachers. Given a storybook, teachers might choose to
identify 10 new vocabulary words; however, 10 words is likely too many to teach well.
Teachers may struggle with identifying key words that are most salient for instruction.
Coyne et al. (2009) indicated that while children developed partial knowledge of words
through embedding them within storybook reading (i.e., breadth), fuller word knowledge
(i.e., depth) occurred with extended instruction through discussion and interactions with
the words outside the storybook reading.
Individualizing Instruction
Given differences in vocabulary knowledge for young children entering
kindergarten classrooms, it is critical to provide classroom instruction to meet their
individual needs. An individualized approach to vocabulary instruction allows teachers to
address both the breadth (i.e., number of words learned) and depth (i.e., level of word
knowledge) needs of at-risk learners (Coyne et al., 2009). For all children, providing brief
explanations during storybook read-alouds addresses the breadth of vocabulary
knowledge, by exposing them to large numbers of new words. More extended instruction,
through additional levels of support on selected words, may benefit all children, and
particularly those at-risk, so that all achieve greater depth of vocabulary word knowledge.
For children demonstrating the need for supplemental instruction, small group
interventions allow additional exposure to targeted skills, more opportunities to respond,
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and a smaller group in which to practice targeted skills. According to Justice et al. (2009),
one of the principles that is critical in small-group instruction is increased instructional
time. Children who are at-risk may require additional time with content to make gains as
compared to their typical peers. Further, instruction in small groups of between three and
six children to one adult facilitator produce optimal intervention outcomes (Justice et al.,
2009). Intensification methods include: (a) additional instruction on targeted skills, (b)
smaller instructional groupings, and (c) more frequent opportunities to respond to
instruction (Greenwood et al., 2012). Intensification should be based on children’s
responses to instruction to differentiate learning for children who do and do not struggle
with literacy skills.
Children At-Risk of Language and Literacy Difficulties
Family Income Level
Nearly one-fourth of all children entering kindergarten have poor oral language
skills (Hair et al., 2006) and by the time these children reach third grade, they know
thousands fewer word meanings than their typical peers who do not experience delays in
vocabulary development (Biemiller & Slonim, 2001). Children’s language skills are
developed through their early learning experiences (D’Souza et al., 2017). For children
from low socio-economic status (SES) or poor quality home environments, learning
experiences may be limited, resulting in hindered or atypical language development
(Johnson et al., 2015). Over time, small and early differences grow into large and
meaningful gaps in vocabulary knowledge between higher and lower income children
(Wasik & Hindman, 2014); home resource level is positively correlated with increased
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vocabulary preparedness in preschool-aged children. Furthermore, the amount of talk
children hear from adults during birth to three years old correlates with children’s
academic success at age eight (Hart & Risley, 1995). Based upon her seminal research in
early literacy, Adams (1990) reported that the typical middle-class child enters first grade
with nearly 2,000 hours of one-on-one picture book reading, whereas children from lowincome families may begin first grade with just 25 hours.
In their longitudinal study of children in 42 families over a two-and-half year
period, Hart and Risley (1995) found that size of children’s vocabularies was highly
correlated to parents’ SES. By age four, children from professional families would have
accumulated experiences with nearly 45 million words, children from middle-class
families would be familiar with about 26 million words, and children from poverty would
have heard about 13 million words (Hart & Risley, 1995). For children from lower SES
backgrounds, the gaps in vocabulary knowledge are sizeable (Wasik & Hindman, 2014).
By kindergarten, the average vocabulary knowledge of children who live in poverty falls
nearly one full standard deviation below that of their peers from middle- and higher
income families (Lee & Burkam, 2002). Therefore, vocabulary test scores for students
from poverty are substantially lower than the average scores of students from middle- and
higher income families. While more recent data from kindergarten entry reading
assessments indicate marginal decrease (0.014 standard deviations per year) in the gap
for children from low SES backgrounds entering kindergarten over the last 12 years,
Reardon and Portilla (2016) suggest that the performance gap is not likely to completely
disappear for another 60-110 years.
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Once students reach elementary school and progress into secondary years, they
participate in school-based assessments which are administered nationally in grades 4, 8,
and 12. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP; U.S. Department of
Education, 2017) reading assessment measures reading comprehension by asking
students to read selected grade-appropriate materials and respond to questions based on
what they have read. The NAEP reading assessment results present a broad view of
students’ reading knowledge, skills, and performance over time. Achievement levels are
categorized as basic, proficient, or advanced, and NAEP determined cut scores for each
level. Data indicate that in 2017, 78% of fourth grade children receiving free/reducedprice lunches scored below proficient in reading (The Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2018).
Of students who did not qualify for free/reduced price lunch, 52% performed at or above
proficient in reading (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Percentages of children who
were at or above basic reading levels were also lower particularly for schools in the south
region (U.S. Department of Education, 2017) of the U.S. Given disparities in children’s
language and literacy skills, it is critical to provide at-risk learners with early and
effective literacy instruction to provide a solid foundation for their future academic
success.
Students with Disabilities
In addition to family income level, children’s disability status impacts academic
success. The gap in vocabulary knowledge persists for children at-risk, often setting the
trajectory for special education services. To respond to the increasing expectations in
literacy, many schools have implemented universal screenings in kindergarten to identify
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children at-risk for reading disabilities (Catts, et al., 2015). According to the U.S.
Department of Education (2017), children who enter kindergarten with limited readingrelated skills are at high risk of qualifying for special education services in reading.
Additionally, the majority of children referred for special education evaluation are
referred because of unsatisfactory progress in reading (Lentz, 1988). Children who
struggle with reading often fail to make gains in reading comprehension due to their
limited vocabularies (Rupley & Nichols, 2006). For students with reading and learning
disabilities, weaknesses in word analysis skills may prevent them from reading rich,
grade level content (Sedita, 2005), which presents a significant obstacle for students with
disabilities to develop sufficient vocabularies to be successful in school. National data
indicate that as many as 65% of fourth grade students with disabilities scored less than
basic in reading, compared to 22% of white fourth graders without disabilities, 52% of
Black fourth graders without disabilities, and 49% of low income fourth graders without
disabilities who scored below basic in reading (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). In
2015, this translated to average reading achievement score gaps of 28 points less for
fourth grade students from high poverty than students from low poverty homes on
national assessments (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). The gap for students with
disabilities has widened from 2009, where students without disabilities outperformed
students with disabilities by 22 points (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). These data
suggest that the academic achievement gap between students with and without disabilities
continues to be persistent and substantial.
English Language Learners
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Deficits in reading begin with basic skills, but impact higher level reading and
achievement in other content areas in later grades, particularly for children who are ELLs
(Kim & Linan-Thompson, 2013). Many ELLs have fewer opportunities to engage in
academic discussions, to be exposed to rich content instruction, and to have appropriate
language models among their peers (Kim & Linan-Thompson, 2013). Additionally, when
ELLs have opportunities to encounter content vocabulary in text, the words are often
embedded in complex sentences, further increasing the difficulty for vocabulary
acquisition (Beck et al., 2002). ELLs often lack the foundational reading skills to allow
them to learn new words, thus further diminishing their chance to comprehend text
containing novel vocabulary. As ELLs progress into the elementary grades, their
performance worsens on national reading assessments when compared to their non-ELL
peers, with a reading achievement deficiency of 37 points of ELLs compared to nonELLs on national reading assessments (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Like
students with disabilities, this academic achievement gap increases further as children
age, with an eighth grade reading achievement gap of 43 points on national reading
assessments when ELLs are compared with their non-ELL peers (U.S. Department of
Education, 2017).
Need for Effective Vocabulary Interventions
Research documents that having a solid foundation in vocabulary knowledge
positively impacts later reading comprehension (NELP, 2009). Vocabulary instruction in
kindergarten has been examined and results indicate that time teachers devote to
explaining word meanings is nearly nonexistent. Wright (2014) conducted observations
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in 55 kindergarten classrooms and found that, on average, teachers devoted less than 11
minutes per day on vocabulary episodes (defined as an interaction in which the teacher
discussed the meaning of a word during the observation period). Further, results indicated
that kindergarten teachers rarely discussed the meaning of the same word more than once
during the day. Additionally, an average of only 8.14 episodes of word explanations
occurred during an entire school day (Wright & Neuman, 2014). For the neediest of
children, Wright (2014) found that of the 55 teachers observed, one-third of the teachers
who served in low-income schools provided far fewer explanations of challenging words
than teachers serving in economically advantaged schools. Given the disparities in young
children’s language and literacy experiences, it is critical to provide struggling learners
with early, effective, and explicit vocabulary instruction to provide a solid foundation for
their future academic success. While knowledge of vocabulary aids in the prevention of
later reading comprehension difficulties (NELP, 2009), little direct vocabulary instruction
occurs in early grades. In fact, according to Zucker et al. (2013), the average number of
vocabulary explanations during typical storybook read-alouds is less than one word
meaning explained during the book reading. While research has documented that
kindergarten vocabulary knowledge is a critical factor and a strong predictor of reading
comprehension into the secondary grades (Cunningham & Stanovich, 1997), the majority
of studies on vocabulary instruction and intervention has been conducted with students in
upper elementary grades or at the secondary level (Hadley et al. 2015; Biemiller, 2003).
However, more recent research has identified promising interventions to address
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vocabulary needs for young children. Two specific approaches that have been
investigated are read-alouds and automated delivery of vocabulary interventions.
Evidence-based Practices
Read-Aloud Interventions
One method of teaching vocabulary directly is through storybook read-alouds.
Read-aloud intervention lessons which include before-, during-, and after-reading
components, as well as explicit instruction of targeted comprehension and vocabulary
knowledge, best support the oral language skills of children in early elementary grades
(Baker et al., 2013). Decades of research suggests that for some children, particularly for
those entering school at risk of reading difficulties, storybook readings that rely on
incidental exposure to unknown words are not sufficient to decrease the vocabulary gap
(Goldstein et al., 2016; Mol et al., 2008; Coyne et al., 2004), and what may be lacking is
the additional piece of explicit teacher instruction (Coyne et al., 2004). Direct, or
strategic, vocabulary instruction aids future reading comprehension, a higher-level
literacy skill (NELP, 2009; Cunningham & Stanovich, 1997).
Automated Delivery of Vocabulary Instruction
Whole-group instruction may lack the individualized components necessary to
close the gap for at-risk children. Fortunately, the delivery of vocabulary instruction may
be made more efficient and personalized by technological advances. Automated,
interactive technologies, such as computers, interactive whiteboards, and iPads or other
tablet devices, have been used favorably to support early literacy and vocabulary
instruction (Beschorner & Hutchison, 2013; Dennis et al., 2016). The use of assisted
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delivery through technology is an intriguing option for intervention in early childhood
settings, as automated programs can provide explicit instruction, consistent instructional
language, and consistent dosage for small groups of children (Greenwood et al., 2016).
The NRP (2000) concluded in its executive summary that the use of computers in
vocabulary instruction was a valuable aid to classroom teachers and was even found to be
more effective than some traditional methods in some studies.
Automated delivery of vocabulary instruction, such as via computers or iPads,
may be designed to allow for multiple opportunities for children’s responses, a difficult
instructional design feature to incorporate, even into in typical small-group interventions
(Greenwood et al., 2016). The critical features of effective instruction can be embedded
within automated deliveries, including (a) direct, explicit instruction that includes
extensive modeling; (b) scaffolding that carefully controls the level of task difficulty
(e.g., moving from easier to more difficult tasks throughout the instruction); and (c)
numerous practice opportunities (Cuticelli et al., 2015). Consistent delivery of
instruction, along with repeated experiences with lessons, can provide intensity since
children receive many more opportunities to respond than in teacher-led instruction
involving the whole class (Kelley, Goldstein, Spencer, & Sherman, 2015). Audioprompted storybook interventions, consisting of narrator-delivered stories, may provide
precise and tailored instruction for varying levels of student needs (Verhallen, Bus, &
deJong, 2006).
Recent research on the characteristics of effective vocabulary instruction has led
to the development of Story Friends, an automated storybook program which evolved
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from the Institute for Educational Science’s National Center for Special Education
Research (NCSER; 2014). Story Friends was developed through an iterative process of
conducting studies to test the effectiveness of an automated vocabulary intervention on
the oral language skills of preschool children. Specifically, vocabulary and
comprehension were measured through two 13-book series to create a 26-week
intervention. Goldstein and Kelley (2016) noted that although prior studies using Story
Friends were educationally beneficial for improving oral vocabulary, one limitation was
the lack of contingent feedback within the automated format. When teachers provide
contingent feedback, they support students’ learning by valuing students’ responses and
delivering feedback that corresponds to the learning task. This type of feedback improves
student performance, whereas lack of contingent feedback leaves students unaware of
their behavior.
While automated delivery is relatively cost efficient, reliable, available, and
usable (Greenwood et al., 2016), the lack of feedback within automated reading of
storybooks, as well as lack of explicit teacher instruction, may limit its effectiveness with
some students. Direct teaching of vocabulary remains essential for diminishing the gap
for struggling learners (Coyne, 2016; Beck & McKeown, 2007). Vocabulary instruction
that not only provides frequent opportunities for students to respond, but that also models
correct responding, leads to growth in word learning (Walsh & Blewitt, 2006). To deepen
children’s vocabulary knowledge, instruction in small groups needs to include explicit
methods and incorporate interactive teacher-student dialogue, including teacher modeling
and feedback (Coyne, 2016; Denton & Vaughn, 2010). Further, Goldstein and Kelley
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(2016) recommend that future research should address the effectiveness of supplemental
vocabulary instruction that is sustained and intensive. Dennis et al. (2016) noted the
importance of providing additional time for children to use targeted vocabulary words in
a variety of contexts. Greenwood et al. (2016) suggest scripting teacher-student
interactions around content-specific tasks to make vocabulary instruction more intensive.
Goldstein et al. (2016) recommend consistent delivery of carefully designed, explicit
instruction (e.g., exposure to instructional targets, systematic instructional language,
multiple opportunities to respond). Spencer et al. (2013) did not examine the role of
student engagement during listening to pre-recorded storybooks. During automated
storybook intervention, students may appear to be engaged, but without teacher-student
interaction on targeted words and corrective feedback provided, it is unclear how much
students are on task and making correct responses. Thus, future research should address
carefully designed vocabulary instruction that includes: (a) sufficient word learning time,
(b) explicit and systematic teaching, (c) opportunities for frequent responses, (d)
contingent teacher feedback, and (e) monitoring of knowledge and skills of at-risk
learners in kindergarten.
Types of Vocabulary Words
Through storybooks and extended instruction, children are exposed to a variety of
vocabulary words: (a) targeted, (b) generalized, and (c) concept words. Targeted
vocabulary words come directly from a storybook or content area lesson and are taught
within the context of a specific topic. Targeted words are selected carefully to ensure
their meanings are understood. The purpose of targeted words is to help children gain
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comprehension of the book or lesson. Generalized vocabulary words are those which are
broader and likely appear in typical stories and conversations. Unlike targeted words,
generalized vocabulary words do not necessarily represent a unit or content under study,
although generalized words are broad and likely to occur in children’s daily lives.
Finally, concept words are those such as opposites and word pairs. These are typically
taught together; for example, high is the opposite of low. Learning one concept word aids
children’s comprehension of another.
Significance of the Present Study
Current research highlights the importance of the need for teachers to provide
explicit vocabulary instruction for young learners. Although vocabulary knowledge has
been documented as a predictor of future reading success by the NELP (2009), prior to
the past decade, there has been little research investigating vocabulary interventions for
young children who demonstrate oral language deficiencies, particularly for students
prior to fourth grade (Pullen et al., 2010). Additional research is needed to identify
current, effective, classroom-based interventions to improve vocabulary knowledge for
children at-risk of reading difficulties. The present study is significant because
vocabulary instruction, although limited in early childhood settings, is critical. Among
the abundance of research on early literacy, the majority of studies has focused on the
impact of phonemic awareness and print awareness of young children. Fewer studies,
however, examine the effects of small-group interventions on specific areas of early
literacy, such as vocabulary development, for young children who demonstrate the need
for supplemental instruction (Justice et al., 2005).
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to provide background on available research
regarding (a) early language and vocabulary instruction, (b) specific vocabulary practices
that demonstrate evidence of their effectiveness, and (c) the efficacy of small-group,
classroom-based, vocabulary intervention strategies on word learning outcomes for atrisk preschool and kindergarten children. The second portion of the chapter includes a
systematic review of research that examines vocabulary instruction for at-risk preschool
and kindergarten students and documents key vocabulary instructional practices that have
emerged from the research base.
Early vocabulary knowledge is one of the strongest predictors of short- and longterm school success (Dickinson & Porche, 2011; National Reading Panel, 2000), and is
critically linked to overall reading competence. According to Greenwood et al. (2016),
oral language skills (e.g., vocabulary) are suggested target outcomes for most national
and state early literacy frameworks in Head Start (Head Start, 2010), IDEA Part Bpreschool (ECO Center, 2011), and state prekindergarten programs (Pre-K; Barnett et al.,
2011). The research base documents little direct vocabulary instruction occurring in early
grades, although knowledge of vocabulary supports reading comprehension (NELP,
2008). Research demonstrates that kindergarten vocabulary knowledge is a critical factor
and a strong predictor of reading comprehension into the secondary grades (Cunningham
& Stanovich, 1997). According to Cunningham and Stanovich (1997), vocabulary skills
in first grade predict 30% of reading comprehension skills in 11th grade. However, the
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lack of vocabulary instruction evident in early education settings may be impacted by
challenges in its implementation.
Challenges in Implementing Effective Early Language/Vocabulary Interventions
Incidental learning of vocabulary words through everyday conversations is
insufficient for building language skills for young at-risk learners because everyday
conversations rarely contain more than basic vocabulary words (Cunningham &
Stanovich, 1998). Although storybook readings often contain more challenging words
and are an excellent method of developing vocabularies for children with average
vocabularies, they are not as effective for young children with smaller vocabularies (Beck
& McKeown, 2007). Instruction in word meanings needs to be explicit and intentional
(Adams, 1990) to produce gains for students with limited vocabularies. Students need to
hear words pronounced and defined by teachers, not simply acquire new words and
meanings implicitly. Direct instruction in vocabulary, however, requires extensive
teacher planning and takes substantial time for both teachers and students (Beck &
McKeown, 2007). Therefore teachers cannot simply begin reading a book aloud and
make decisions “on the fly” about which words to teach. Incidentally or passively
listening to a story read aloud will not be impactful enough for young children with weak
vocabularies to acquire new words (Coyne, 2007);
Guidelines for selecting what words to teach and how to teach vocabulary are less
available as compared to other early literacy domains, such as phonemic awareness and
alphabetic principle (NRP, 2000). Effective embedded vocabulary instruction (e.g.,
instruction that is delivered within storybook read-alouds) requires extensive instructional
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time and presents significant challenges for early educators to provide this level of
instruction, particularly for all of the words at-risk children need to learn (Zucker et al.,
2013). One criticism of delivering instruction throughout read-alouds is the possibility of
taking away from children’s listening comprehension. Additionally, selecting vocabulary
words at various levels of instruction for individual children may not be feasible for
teachers due to the number of words necessary for instruction and the limited time to
implement instruction. Fortunately, recent research has identified strategies and
recommendations for selecting words for vocabulary instruction and recommendations on
incorporating principles of explicit instruction into everyday classroom routines (Beck &
McKeown, 2007). Selection of words for instruction can be based on the likelihood that
children will encounter the words in the future, omitting teaching of unnecessary and
useless words. Words may be defined simply and explicitly taught; it may not be
necessary to provide elaborate meanings for effective vocabulary instruction (Beck &
McKeown, 2007).
In addition to challenges with time and how to deliver vocabulary instruction,
early educators are potentially unable to serve many children and families who most need
academic support, as children birth to age 5 are not legally required to attend school.
Therefore, some young children do not receive the early start with language opportunities
provided through classroom activities. Preschool settings that include rich language and
literacy activities offer opportunities for effective word-learning opportunities for young
children (Aikens & Barbarin, 2008). While the teacher-to-child ratio is low, often 1:8 in
preschool settings, there is compelling evidence that many preschool classrooms do not
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provide optimal vocabulary instruction (Neuman & Dwyer, 2009). Vocabulary
instruction in most of the early grades (i.e., kindergarten and first grade) accounts for as
little as 1% of the instructional day, equaling only about five total minutes of daily oral
language instruction (Beck & McKeown, 2007).
Supportive Levels of Instruction
Early Childhood Settings
Multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS) and Response to Intervention (RTI) are
early intervening approaches which (a) identify students not making progress in the core
curriculum (Tier 1); and (b) provide them with access to additional supplementary (Tier
2) or individualized instruction (Tier 3) to accelerate their progress (Johnston, 2011). In
MTSS, increasingly intensive instruction is tailored to students’ specific areas of need.
MTSS also present challenges regarding teachers’ quality of classroom instruction and
teachers’ abilities to provide differentiated instruction for at-risk children (Greenwood et
al., 2013; Justice et al., 2008). While much of research on supportive levels of vocabulary
instruction has been in elementary and secondary settings, Greenwood et al. (2013)
recommend applying findings from research on tiered instruction with school-age
children to preschoolers. For all preschool students (i.e., Tier 1), providing brief
explanations of key vocabulary words during storybook read-alouds aims to address the
breadth of vocabulary knowledge by exposing students to large numbers of new words.
Additional extended instruction, through more accommodating levels of support, on
selected words can be delivered to at-risk preschool children to enhance their depth of
vocabulary word knowledge (i.e., Tier 2). A multi-tiered approach to vocabulary
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instruction offers a systematic approach to address both the breadth and depth needs of
young, at-risk learners (Coyne et al., 2009).
Tier 1 Instruction
Research highlights the importance of strategic vocabulary instruction (Cuticelli,
et al., 2015); new vocabulary words may not be learned incidentally by at-risk children or
children with disabilities (Goldstein et al., 2016). Direct, or strategic, vocabulary
instruction aids future reading comprehension. Defining quality Tier 1 instruction is
challenging for the preschool sector in particular (Carta, et al. 2015) due to a lack of
evidence-based Tier 1 curricula at the early childhood level. With the ultimate goal of
preventing failure of young children who show signs of early reading difficulty (Kelley,
Leary, & Goldstein, 2018), classroom-wide instruction is designed to meet the needs of
approximately 80% of learners (Catts et al., 2007). Greenwood et al. (2013) noted the
lack of use of MTSS in early childhood settings, creating a concern for the quality of
instruction at the Tier 1 (class wide) level.
Tier 2 Instruction
For those roughly 20% of students who do not respond adequately to Tier 1
instruction, Tier 2 offers more intensive instruction through additional instruction on
targeted skills, more opportunities to respond, and a smaller group in which to practice
targeted skills. According to Justice et al. (2009), one of the three principles that are
critical in Tier 2 instruction is increased instructional time. Students who are at-risk may
require additional time with the content to make gains as compared to their peers (Justice
et al., 2009). Further, Tier 2 instruction should be conducted in small groups of between
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three and six students to produce optimal intervention outcomes. Finally, to deepen
vocabulary knowledge, instruction in Tier 2 needs to use explicit methods and should
consist of interactive teacher-student dialogue, including teacher modeling and feedback
(Denton & Vaughn, 2010).
Tier 3 Instruction
For a small percentage of students (e.g., 5%) who do not make progress in Tiers 1
and 2, Tier 3 may provide the individualized instruction they require. At the preschool
and kindergarten level, intensive support and even special education (i.e., Tier 3) are
usually provided within the general education (inclusive) classroom (Greenwood et al.,
2011). Therefore, most research, particularly on early vocabulary, is done in the Tier 2
setting, which is still conducted within the traditional classroom. Tier 3 early childhood
interventions are delivered by a trained interventionist and may either be implemented
within the classroom at a private table, or individually outside of the general education
classroom.
Assessment of Student Progress
An additional challenge to developing supportive levels of instruction is
determining who will assess student progress. Selecting an early educator capable of
implementing higher tiers of instruction in early childhood settings poses a challenge for
programs with limited staff (Carta et al., 2015). Greenwood et al. (2012) examined 65
classrooms in four states to explore quality Tier 1 practices related to early literacy and
language instruction. Results of this large study including 659 prekindergarten students
indicated that approximately 30% of children were identified as having weak or very
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weak language skills that did not improve as a result of Tier 1 instruction for the school
year, according to both formative and standardized assessments (Greenwood et al., 2012).
Following this study, Carta et al. (2015) made the recommendation for preschool and
prekindergarten programs to be more proactive by taking steps immediately for young
students showing the first signs of language delays (e.g., implement tiered instruction). In
early childhood settings, providing supportive levels of instruction and regular progress
monitoring through curriculum-based assessments, may be implemented by classroom
teachers in small group center time rotations.
Dynamic Assessments
A review by Marulis and Neuman (2013) found that using assessment measures
targeted to the specific intervention program resulted in greater vocabulary gains in
studies than did standardized measures. The sensitivity of curriculum-based (i.e.,
proximal) measures can detect growth in vocabulary knowledge although the
standardized (i.e., distal) measures are used to determine students who are qualified for
the intervention. The use of both proximal and distal measures is referred to as
“dynamic” (Kelley et al., 2015; Spencer, Peterson, & Adams, 2015). The use of dynamic
assessments fits well within an RTI/MTSS framework to allow detection of struggling
students through the “test-teach-test” format (Spencer et al., 2015). Students may be
placed into appropriate tiers of instruction using dynamic assessments.
Read Alouds
According to the NELP Report (2008) small-group, interactive shared reading or
read aloud interventions (Lonigan et al., 2008) are evidence-based practices that have
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been documented to improve early language skills (i.e., vocabulary) for young children.
During typical storybook read alouds by teachers, students learn new vocabulary words
incidentally as teachers read stories aloud. However, through read aloud interventions,
targeted words are highlighted and defined by teachers and children learn through explicit
instruction. Swanson et al. (2011) conducted a synthesis of research on storybook readaloud interventions for children at risk for reading difficulties and found that storybook
read-aloud interventions positively impacted children’s receptive language and
vocabulary. Vocabulary-based interventions during storybook read-alouds (Coyne et al.,
2007; Beck & McKeown, 2007) improved kindergartners’ receptive and expressive
vocabulary. As a result of repeated multimedia encounters with the same story, as in
storybooks listened to via computers or iPads, rather than traditional (oral) repeated
readings, young at-risk children expand their vocabularies (Verhallen et al., 2006). Given
the amount of time teachers engage in literature-based instruction in the early childhood
grades through English Language Arts, it is essential that they conduct oral read-alouds
with the most effective strategies to produce maximum academic benefits for their young
learners.
Dialogic Reading
Shared reading that is interactive between the adult and child and encourages the
child to take an active role in the story telling is known as dialogic reading. During
dialogic reading, the adult and the child switch roles so that the child learns to become
the storyteller with the assistance of the adult, who functions as an active listener and
questioner (Institute of Educational Sciences, IES; What Works Clearinghouse, 2006).
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Children are encouraged to move beyond naming objects in the book to analyzing the
content and relating it back to the child’s own experiences (Zevenbergen et al., 2003).
Mol, Bus, and de Jong (2009) noted that books alone are not a source for acquiring new
vocabulary words unless children get intensive help and support from adults, such as
teachers or parents. It is not through incidentally or passively listening to a story read
aloud that children will learn new words (Coyne, 2007); but rather through intentional
read-alouds conducted through interactive, or dialogic, styles of reading. Examining the
lineage of read-aloud storybook interventions, Whitehurst, et al. (1988) were among the
first to describe favorable results on children’s vocabulary knowledge as a result of
instruction based on a stimulation package, which became known as dialogic reading.
The influential work of Whitehurst et al. (1988) paved the way for subsequent research
and replication studies examining the impact of interactive, shared reading for not only
whole groups of children, but also specifically tailored instruction for small groups of
struggling learners.
Multiple studies (Silverman et al. 2013; Van Fleek, 2008; Beck & McKeown,
2007) and reviews (Neuman et al., 2011; Mol et al., 2009; National Early Literacy Panel;
NELP, 2008) have demonstrated that whole-group read-alouds are an effective practice to
improve children’s oral language skills. In fact, seminal research by Adams (1990)
suggests that the single most important activity for building the knowledge and skills
required for successful readers is reading aloud to children. Teachers model how to use
language effectively, how to ask and respond to questions, and how to discern the
meaning of new words when reading aloud. However, some children are not capable of
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acquiring these skills in a large group of peers and may benefit from targeted instruction
in smaller settings. Further, teachers benefit from maintaining accurate records of
individual students’ knowledge and growth when working with fewer students at a time.
To close the vocabulary gap for young children at-risk, providing high-quality, tiered,
tailored instruction and monitoring students’ learning is necessary.
Importance of Explicit Instruction
Given the disparities in young children’s language and literacy experiences, it is
critical to provide struggling learners with early, effective, and explicit vocabulary
instruction to provide a solid foundation for their future academic success. One type of
academic instruction that is effective in working with young children to supplement weak
vocabulary skills is explicit, targeted vocabulary instruction. Beginning reading skills
must be taught explicitly, where targeted skills are clearly explained; systematically
(Adams, 1990), through a careful sequence of skills, and purposefully (Archer & Hughes,
2011), whereby teachers identify what students need to learn. Children who struggle
when learning a new skill or concept, such as learning to read, for example, need
opportunities for explicit instruction and/or modeling, guided practice, and independent
practice (Spear-Swerling, 2009). Delivery of explicit instruction requires careful teacher
attention to instructional components such as scaffolding, pacing, planning of content and
examples, and reflecting on student performance. This type of instruction has
demonstrated the ability to increase at risk preschool and kindergarten children’s oral
language skills including vocabulary knowledge. The NELP (2008), following its
extensive review of studies, stated that explicit and systematic instruction is the most
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effective method of teaching literacy related skills to young learners with disabilities. In a
review of 500 published studies, the NELP identified interventions and activities to
promote overall literacy skills for young children, all of which promote the use of
systematic and explicit instruction through adult-directed activities.
Although the NELP review was expansive and identified vocabulary as a strong
predictor of reading success for children ages birth to age five, there were few studies
specific to preschool and kindergarten vocabulary instruction at the time of the review
(NELP, 2008). The purpose of the following systematic literature review is to examine
the past decade’s published research on vocabulary interventions (e.g., succeeding the
NELP review) for at-risk preschoolers and kindergartners. Certain instructional elements
have been identified as effective for young children’s vocabulary acquisition, such as
explicit instruction, small groupings, and frequent opportunities to respond. Specifically,
this systematic review examines studies for important instructional components and
investigates the efficacy of vocabulary interventions on outcomes for young children who
may be at-risk for reading difficulties.
Systematic Review of Vocabulary Interventions
Study Identification, Eligibility Criteria, and Selection
A comprehensive search was conducted for studies investigating supplemental
vocabulary interventions for preschool and kindergarten children and their effect on oral
language skills (i.e., vocabulary). Search methods were consistent with the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA; Liberati et al.,
2009) as indicated in the four-phase flow diagram in Figure 1. To meet criteria for this
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synthesis, included studies needed to (a) be published between 2008-2020 in a peerreviewed journal; (b) use a vocabulary intervention for small groups of at-risk students at
the preschool or kindergarten level; and (c) be an original group design or single case
research design study conducted within the United States. In addition, children who
participated in studies needed to be identified as “at-risk” by (a) having low socioeconomic status (SES) as defined by qualifying for free/reduced lunch (b) demonstrating
poor oral language skills as measured by falling below a set criterion on standardized
norm-referenced tests of expressive and receptive language or teacher judgment, or (c)
enrolling in a Head Start childcare program as it requires documentation of low SES.
Studies were excluded from this synthesis if they (a) were published outside of the
specified timeframe or were considered to be gray literature, such as dissertations,
reports, or white papers; (b) did not use a vocabulary intervention (e.g., examined
phonological awareness) or did not include small groups of at-risk children in preschool
or kindergarten; or (c) took place outside of the United States.
Information Sources
Phase 1 - Electronic Search
To review the current literature base, an electronic search was conducted on four
main databases including ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center),
PsychArticles, Academic Search Complete, and EduResearch Complete. The following
keywords were used in combination: vocabulary intervention or instruction; preschool or
kindergarten or early childhood education; language development, at-risk, language
delay or Head Start; and storybook or read aloud. Computer searches of the four
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databases for articles from scholarly (peer-reviewed) journals published between
2008-2020 yielded 225 results.
Phase 2 - Ancestral Review
The second phase involved an ancestral review of all articles referenced in prior
literature reviews as well as the reference sections of all articles that met the criteria for
inclusion of this review. These searches yielded 14 additional studies to be considered
(10 from reference searches and 4 from literature review references).
Phase 3 - Final Selection
The researcher read through titles and abstracts of all 239 studies for possible
inclusion. Of the 239 studies, 44 were read in their entirety. Excluded studies were found
to have been conducted outside of the U.S. or published prior to 2008, did not use a
vocabulary intervention, or were not an experimental, quasi-experimental, or single-case
design. A total of 25 studies fully met the criteria for inclusion in this review. See Figure
1 below. For a list of excluded studies, see Appendix O. Included studies are marked
with an asterisk (*) in the Reference section of this manuscript.
<Figure 1>
Coding Procedures
A predesigned coding sheet provided the framework for organizing relevant
information from the studies. Included on the coding sheet were data regarding (a)
participants (i.e., number of children in study, gender, age in months, race or ethnicity,
socioeconomic status); (b) study design (i.e., size of treatment group, research design,
design type, fidelity, dependent measures); (c) conditions (i.e., treatment or control,
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setting, implementation procedures, intervention activities, person implementing
intervention, length, frequency, total sessions, duration); and (d) outcome measures (i.e.,
dependent variables). The information included on the coding sheet was entered
following the recommendations of Vaughn et al. (2014) in their Coding Procedures
Guide from the Meadows Center designed to prevent educational risk. Table 1 depicts
characteristics of included studies. A copy of the primary coding sheet is provided in
Appendix N.
<Table 1>
Quality Indicators Coding Framework
Once the 25 studies were identified for inclusion in the review, they were coded
according to the framework for quality indicators for group design studies (Gersten et
al., 2005) and single-case research design studies (Horner et al., 2005).
Group Design Studies
According to Gersten et al. (2005), the purpose of this framework is not only to
evaluate the merits of a completed research article, but also to serve as an organizer of
critical issues for consideration in research. For a study to be considered acceptable
according to this set of quality indicators for group design studies, it would need to meet
9 out of 10 Essential Quality Indicators and also demonstrate at least one of the
Desirable Quality Indicators. To be considered high-quality, a study would need to meet
all but one of the Essential Quality Indicators and demonstrate at least four of the quality
indicators listed as Desirable (Gersten et al., 2005). A copy of the coding sheets for
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quality indicators for group design research based on Gersten et al. (2005) is provided in
Appendix P.
In the present review, 17 of the 25 included studies were evaluated for Gersten et
al.’s quality indicators for group design studies. Ninety-four percent of included group
design studies in the present review (n = 16) met the high-quality criteria. One study
(Lonigan & Phillips, 2016) presented the results of two studies, both of which met the
high-quality criteria, so the decision was made to count this as one publication. One study
(Nielsen & Friesen, 2012) did not meet the acceptable criteria but was quite close, having
met seven out of 10 “essential” criteria and seven out of 10 “desirable” criteria. However,
because the Nielsen and Friesen (2012) study did not meet nine out of 10 “essential”
criteria, it qualified as acceptable and was not excluded from the review.
Single-case Design Studies
According to Horner et al. (2005), for a single-case research design study to be
considered acceptable, the methodological rigor must meet the criteria set forth. While
the criteria may be met with varying levels of precision, the authors suggest that these 21
criteria determine if a study meets the minimally acceptable levels that permit replication
for single-case design research. A copy of the coding sheet for quality indicators for
single-case research design based on Horner et al. (2005) is provided in Appendix P.
Regarding the quality indicators for single-case research design studies, eight
single-case studies in this review were evaluated using recommendations from Horner et
al. (2005). All single-case studies in the present review met the acceptable criteria using
the 21 descriptors of acceptable methodological rigor (Horner et al. 2005). Thus, these
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studies met Horner et al. (2005) standards for credible examples of single-case design
research.
Quality indicator ratings. While all single-case design studies (n = 8) met all
criteria to be regarded as acceptable, several common characteristics were lacking or not
evident among the 17 published group design studies. First, the most common “essential”
quality indicator not included in the majority of studies was a description of the nature of
services provided in the comparison condition. Six of the 17 group design studies did not
adequately describe what comprised “business as usual” conditions. For clarity of
instructional methods, it is necessary to provide a description of what exactly comprises
“business as usual.” In addition, two of the “desirable” indicators were frequently
omitted: (a) outcomes for capturing the intervention’s effect measured beyond an
immediate posttest, n = 12; and (b) the research report contained audio or video excerpts
that capture the nature of the intervention, n = 10. For this quality indicator, the author
awarded credit if the researchers described the process of audio or video taping treatment
sessions. More than half of the group design studies reviewed simply stated that
researchers conducted checks of intervention procedures but did not describe the process
involved; therefore, these studies did not receive credit for this quality indicator.
Assessing participants’ knowledge of the skill or task at hand through a delayed posttest
is necessary for determining sustained knowledge. It is also necessary to provide the
checklist used to conduct fidelity checks during observations to accurately describe
whether the intervention was conducted with fidelity.
Results of Systematic Review
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Participants
Age and Grade of Participants
In the present review of 25 studies which employed both group research designs
and single-case designs, a total of 2,515 student participants were included. The largest
group design study investigated 699 prekindergarten participants in 39 classrooms
(Zucker et al., 2013) and the smallest single-case design studies included four preschool
participants (Bass & Barron, 2014; Correa et al., 2015). The mean age of participants was
approximately 4 years, 6 months old (55.04 months). These data were included in 84% of
the reviewed studies, although the majority of studies provided participants’ school level
(e.g., preschool or kindergarten). All study participants were either prekindergarten or
kindergarten grade level according to one of the predetermined study inclusion criteria,
with the majority of studies examining prekindergarten children. Five studies (Goldstein
et al., 2017; Tuckwiller, Pullen, & Coyne, 2010; Nielsen & Friesen, 2012; Loftus et al.,
2010; and Correa et al., 2015) did not report mean age of participants.
Gender of Participants
Most of the 25 included studies were comprised of an even distribution of male
and female participants. However, five studies (Peters-Sanders et al., 2020; Lonigan &
Phillips, 2016; Nielsen & Friesen, 2012; Correa et al., 2015; and Greenwood et al., 2016)
in the present review had significantly higher percentages of male participants than
females. One of the four studies, Correa et al. (2015), was a single-case design study with
only four participants, all of whom were male. Gender was not reported in three of the
currently reviewed studies (Goldstein et al., 2016; Goldstein et al., 2017; and Zipoli et al.,
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2011). The remainder of studies (n = 16) had more evenly distributed percentages of male
and female participants, with each gender group representing approximately 50%.
Race and Ethnicity of Participants
Although most studies (n = 18) described the race and ethnicity of the entire
school under study, seven studies did not report race and ethnicity of participants
(Goldstein et al., 2016; Zipoli et al., 2012; Loftus et al., 2010; Bass & Barron, 2014;
Loftus-Rattan et al., 2017, & Coyne et al., 2009). African American and Caucasian were
among the most common racial groups represented in the included studies, with a
majority of students classified as African American in most studies with multiple racial
categories. Two studies (Seven et al., 2020 & Kelley et al., 2015) included 100% of
student participants who were African American. Ethnic categories represented across
studies included Asian, Latino/Latina, Mexican, Hispanic, European American, Native
American, and Middle Eastern. Other than Caucasian students, the next most common
ethnicity of young participants included in the present review was Hispanic. One study
(Correa et al., 2015) consisted of 100% Mexican students. Percentages of students in
racial categories for reviewed studies may be found on the coding sheet in Appendix T.
SES Level of Participants
Given research on the correlation between preschool children’s home resources,
or SES, and level of language preparedness, it is critical to examine SES as a factor in the
included studies. All included studies, with the exception of one (Tuckwiller et al., 2010),
reported having the majority of students from low SES homes. Tuckwiller et al. (2010)
examined intervention effects with 24 students, 30% of whom received free and/or
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reduced school lunch. This status is commonly used in educational research as it is a
marker of low SES level (Phillips, 2014). One group design study, Goldstein et al.
(2016), and three single-case design studies (Loftus-Rattan, 2017; Correa et al., 2015; and
Greenwood et al., 2016) did not report SES levels of participants. In a majority of studies,
students were qualified as having low SES due to being enrolled in Head Start or statefunded preschool programs.
Cutoff Scores
Multiple studies in the present review utilized a cutoff score to determine
participants for whom the intervention would most likely be effective. Goldstein et al.
(2016) and Kelley et al. (2015) administered screening measures from the Individual
Growth and Development Indicators (IGDI; Bradfield et al., 2013) and a cutoff score was
applied. All children who scored above the cutoff score were excluded as Tier 2
candidates. For children who scored below the cutoff score, the PPVT-IV was
administered and based on standard scores, those children were included in the
intervention. Similarly, Phillips et al. (2016) screened prekindergarten children using two
measures, Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language (CASL; Carrow-Woolfolk,
1999) and Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-Preschool-2 (CELF-P2; Wiig
et al., 2004) and qualified children whose scores on one measure fell below the 35th
percentile. For studies using the PPVT-IV as the primary basis for selecting participants,
children were eligible to participate in the intervention if their scores indicated mild to
moderate vocabulary delays.
Treatment Settings
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According to one of the predetermined inclusion criteria, all studies included in
the present review took place in educational settings. None of the included studies took
place in home settings, although researchers have been successful including parents in
oral language interventions. Some of the included studies took advantage of private and
quiet settings to conduct interventions, such as hallways or separate classrooms, while
other studies implemented treatment within the typical classroom setting. Treatment
effects were not dependent on specific intervention settings for the reviewed studies. A
total of 19 out of 25 reviewed studies were set in prekindergarten classrooms, five took
place in kindergarten classrooms, and one study examined the vocabulary outcomes of
prekindergarten, kindergarten, and first grade children in their respective grade level
classrooms. This study was retained for review because although first grade students do
not meet inclusionary criteria, results for children at each school level were
disaggregated. See Table 1 for characteristics of included studies.

Characteristics of the Interventions
Treatment Group Sizes
Per the inclusion criteria and focus of the intervention, only two studies
(Silverman, et al., 2013; Goldstein et al. 2017) did not report specific group sizes, rather,
these studies stated that small-group instruction was employed. The remaining 23 studies
conducted interventions with small groups of students, consisting of an average of four
students per teacher or interventionist. Amongst the 23 studies, group size ranged from
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one-on-one instruction (Correa et al., 2015) to nine or 10 children per one adult (PollardDurodola et al., 2011).
Intervention implementers. Regarding the person implementing small group
interventions, a majority of studies (n = 15) had researchers, doctoral students, or
interventionists provide treatment. In one study (Seven et al., 2020) researchers ran the
classroom listening centers, while teachers delivered the vocabulary review strategies. In
the remaining studies (n = 9) teachers or paraeducators implemented small group
intervention.
Intervention length and time. The average number of minutes of intervention
for the 22 included studies was 20-minute intervention sessions with a range of 9-30
minutes. A majority of reviewed studies conducted intervention for 3 days (n = 10) or 4
days (n = 8) per week, with one study implemented the intervention 3-4 days per week
(Correa et al., 2015). In two studies (Tuckwiller et al., 2010; Zipoli et al., 2011), the
intervention was implemented two days per week, and in four studies (Nelson et al.,
2010; Zucker et al., 2013; Pollard-Durodola, 2011; Dennis, 2016) intervention was
delivered all five days per school week.
Intervention description. One-fifth of reviewed studies (n = 5) were designed
with a treatment and treatment plus group, meaning that all student participants received
an intervention and sometimes the comparison group also received additional instruction
(to supplement the intervention). These studies developed two instructional conditions
(i.e., treatment and treatment PLUS) with random assignment to treatment groups. Three
of the presently reviewed studies employed three instructional conditions: (a) control, (b)
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treatment, and (c) treatment plus. Eleven of the 16 group design studies provided details
to illustrate exactly what occurred in the “business as usual” (BAU) groups. For multiple
studies, BAU consisted of teaching the standard kindergarten curriculum. Descriptions of
BAU are informative and critical when comparing the results of the intervention to
standard or control procedures. The average number of weeks of duration of included
studies was nine weeks with a range of one week to 18 weeks.
Intervention practices. Reviewed studies included a variety of effective practices
to deliver vocabulary interventions: (a) extended explicit instruction, (b) multiple
opportunities to hear and use words, (c) examples and non-examples of target words, (d)
child-friendly word meanings, and (e) specific feedback. “Extended vocabulary
instruction is characterized by explicit teaching that includes both contextual and
definitional information, multiple exposures to target words in varied contexts, and
experiences that promote deep processing of word meanings” (Beck et al., 2002, p. 74).
During extended instruction, teachers promote students’ word knowledge by providing
multiple opportunities to use new words in new contexts, such as by examining examples
and non-examples, drawing or acting out an example of the target word, and using childfriendly word meanings. Teachers use explicit methods of teaching novel vocabulary by
stating words and meanings and having children repeat and say new words and their
meanings multiple times during extended instruction. Teachers also deliver contingent
corrective feedback; that is, they build on students’ responses to scaffold student learning.
Extended instruction after storybook reading has the benefit of scaffolding information
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onto the initial introduction of the word in the story without disrupting flow or
comprehension of the story (Beck & McKeown, 2007).
In particular, the majority of reviewed studies utilized automated storybooks, such
as Story Friends, to deliver vocabulary instruction (n = 7). The second most commonly
implemented method of teaching vocabulary was explicit vocabulary enhancement, in
which targeted words were selected for direct instruction (n = 5). Three studies used
typical children’s storybooks, such as Goldilocks, or language intervention programs to
teach new vocabulary. Two studies utilized computer-assisted instruction, interactive
reading, or emergent literacy strands to provide vocabulary instruction to young children.
Finally, one study used a multimedia approach for teaching vocabulary.
In the present review, in all of the studies in which groups receiving extended
instruction were compared to groups receiving standard instruction (i.e., intervention
alone), the groups receiving extended explicit instruction outperformed control groups
(e.g., no explicit instruction) on measures of expressive and receptive vocabulary. LoftusRattan et al. (2016) found a large effect size of g = 1.06 when comparing the extended
vocabulary instruction group over the incidental instruction group. In the extended
vocabulary instruction group, teachers provided explicit instruction on new words and
word meanings, versus the incidental instruction group which lacked teacher instruction
and allowed only for students to acquire new words as they heard them read aloud
without added instruction. Silverman et al. (2013) found medium effect sizes of between
g = .44 and .68 for the treatment groups over the control group. Providing read-aloud
instruction plus extension activities involving additional opportunities to hear and use
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words in small groups resulted in 16% greater performance on vocabulary learning
measures than the control condition, which consisted of children simply listening to readalouds with no review or explanation of targeted words (Silverman et al., 2013).
Extension activities consisted of teachers defining two new target words from the
storybook, showing pictures to illustrate the targeted words, and having children act out
or answer questions about the targeted words (Silverman et al., 2013).
In another study, during extended instruction for the intervention group, Nielsen
and Friesen (2012) used real-life objects to support vocabulary words that were concrete,
such as showing a necktie when teaching the word. Additional practices included
demonstrating actions during instruction of such action words as swaying, and repeating
definitions of new words. As a result of these extended instructional activities, students in
the intervention group produced larger gains than in the control group as measured by a
researcher-created vocabulary assessment (Nielsen & Friesen, 2012). Providing review
strategies, such as individual word cards with meanings and example phrases, word
charts to review words throughout the school day, and review boards to display words
taught the previous week, increased students’ word knowledge by 20.4% as measured by
mastery monitoring probes when compared to no extended instruction (Seven et al.,
2020). Kelley et al. (2015) also noted that stronger student effects may be seen when
teachers are able to deliver explicit instruction with contingent feedback and scaffold
student responses, rather than children simply listening to embedded instruction delivered
automatically with an absence of feedback provided.
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In addition to the key evidence-based practices described in the previous studies,
seven studies implemented the Story Friends vocabulary program as either the treatment
(Seven et al., 2020; Peters-Sanders et al., 2020; Goldstein et al., 2017; Goldstein et al.,
2016; Kelley et al., 2015; Spencer et al., 2013; & Greenwood et al., 2016) or control
condition (n = 1). In these studies, embedded vocabulary instruction was delivered via
audio prompting. Students listened to stories read aloud on a recording, such as an iPad,
in small groups within classroom centers and specific target words were defined and
explained during the story recordings. Students were expected to respond to prompts
from the narrator, such as, Can you think about a time you have been brave? within the
embedded instruction. Intervention for the seven studies using Story Friends as the
treatment was implemented by researchers or interventionists in five studies and by
teachers or paraeducators in two studies. Goldstein et al. (2016) noted that children’s
expressive and receptive vocabulary learning in the group receiving embedded instruction
was 7.2 times greater than for children in the comparison group who listened to stories
read aloud without any receiving embedded instruction on target words as measured by
researcher-developed and standardized measures. Three additional studies utilized one
children’s storybook to conduct a brief vocabulary intervention on targeted words, with
intervention delivered by researchers. The intervention in these studies (Loftus-Rattan et
al., 2017; Coyne et al., 2009; & Tuckwiller et al., 2010) lasted for two days to one week.
Additional interventions employed to teach vocabulary instruction in reviewed studies
include using books on tape (Bass & Barron, 2014), stories on iPads (Dennis, 2016), and
interactive books (Nelson et al., 2010).
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Dependent Measures
Standardized Assessments
Only one (Nelson et al., 2009) of the 25 total studies in the present review utilized
strictly standardized outcome measures. Although this study (i.e., Nelson et al. 2009)
utilized a common vocabulary standardized assessment, PPVT-IIIA (Dunn & Dunn,
2006), as its pretest measure for the purpose of describing the sample, the authors chose
to use the Test of Preschool Early Literacy (TOPEL; Lonigan, et al., 2007) for measuring
pretest to posttest gains in definitional vocabulary. Results for this study demonstrated,
according to the TOPEL, small treatment effect sizes for preschoolers’ receptive
vocabulary. The remaining studies included in the present review (n = 24) combined
researcher-created measures and standardized measures to assess the dependent
variable(s). Typically, studies used PPVT (third or fourth edition) to measure children’s
generalized receptive vocabulary knowledge.
Researcher-created Assessments
In a recent meta-analysis, Marulis and Neuman (2010) also found that large
effects were obtained on researcher-created measures of specific vocabulary taught (g =
1.21), whereas more moderate effects were observed on standardized assessments (g =
0.71). Results for studies in the present review were generally favorable in terms of
effective definitional vocabulary gains for groups of prekindergarten and kindergarten
children as assessed by researcher-created measures. These measures were tied to the
targeted words taught within the intervention and directly assessed word meanings as
children learned them.
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Fidelity of Implementation
A common challenge for teachers is implementing interventions with the same
level of precision as researchers (Kelley et al., 2015). Seven of the 25 included studies
used Story Friends as the intervention for preschool and kindergarten students. The
embedded instruction within the Story Friends audio prompted curriculum is delivered
consistently and includes multiple opportunities for children to respond to the narrator’s
embedded instruction through an automated format. Once set to play, prerecorded stories
are read aloud by a narrator as children listen via headphones and respond to prompts
from the narrator asking them to say new words, repeat word meanings, or use the
targeted word in a new context (i.e., embedded instruction). High fidelity of
implementation (e.g., 90% or higher) is a hallmark of automated programs. Automated
programs can provide scripted, explicit instruction, consistent instructional language, and
consistent dosage (Greenwood et al., 2016). In several of the reviewed studies, the
authors found that training teachers to enact the intervention with fidelity was associated
with larger effect sizes (Goldstein et al., 2017; Goldstein et al., 2016; Greenwood et al.,
2016; Kelley et al., 2015; Spencer et al., 2012). A majority of studies reviewed employed
researchers as interventionists; however, when researchers leave the classroom, it is
unclear how teachers maintain the intervention. Nine of the studies in the present review
reported high fidelity of implementation by teachers or educational staff whereas the
remaining 16 studies reported high fidelity of implementation by interventionists or
researchers.
Effectiveness of Vocabulary Instruction
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Across a series of studies included in this systematic review that implemented
vocabulary interventions for preschool and kindergarten children, overall medium to
large effect sizes were demonstrated on proximal measures of vocabulary, or measures
that assessed targeted vocabulary words from the intervention. Two single-case research
design studies (Greenwood et al., 2016; Spencer, Goldstein, Sherman, et al., 2012)
reported medium effect sizes for vocabulary according to the Non-overlap of All Pairs
(NAP; Parker & Vannest, 2009) effect size index for single-case research design studies.
Dennis (2016) utilized a repeated acquisitions design and did not report changes in trend,
although all six participants increased in vocabulary scores from pre- to posttest. Three
out of the four participants learned up to 40% of the words taught in the vocabulary
intervention according to Bass and Barron (2014). All four participants made vocabulary
gains from Correa et al. (2015). According to the number of data points above the
baseline (Percentage of Nonoverlapping Data; PND, Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1998), the
intervention effects were effective for one participant and very effective for three
participants (Correa et al., 2015). Although results from Seven et al. (2020) demonstrate
large effects, children’s vocabulary learning showed significant variation. Some children
are more able to learn and retain new words and their meanings; however, for children
with limited language skills, it may be challenging for them to learn new words if they
have difficulty with the definitions or contexts used to illustrate the use of these novel
words (Seven et al., 2020). Similarly, children in Peters-Sanders et al. (2020) had higher
pre-intervention vocabulary and language scores than in previous studies, which may
explain some of their vocabulary learning.
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Story Friends
Seven of the 25 studies (28%) included in the current review used the published
program Story Friends for the vocabulary intervention or comparison condition. Because
Story Friends has been studied specifically in the research literature and includes a
combination of evidence-based practices (e.g., embedded explicit instruction, high
implementation fidelity), the results of four reviewed studies using Story Friends
(Greenwood et al. 2016; Spencer et al., 2012; Kelley et al., 2015; and Greenwood et al.,
2015) were further examined. Story Friends includes a series of storybooks organized
into three units as the vehicle for vocabulary instruction. Each unit contains three
storybooks. Students listen to a recording of a narrator reading each book and defining
two target vocabulary words within that book for a total of six vocabulary words taught
in each unit. In prior studies using Story Friends, children’s vocabulary word learning
was reported in word points per unit, with a maximum of 12 points possible. The
maximum score of 12 points would reflect children’s complete knowledge of all six
targeted words per unit, each which consists of three books. Therefore, each book with its
two targeted words can result in a maximum of four points earned, or 12 total points per
unit. Results from these studies showed that a mean difference of 1.5 points (SD = 1.5)
per book was statistically significant. In prior studies, the Story Friends intervention,
resulted in students learning approximately seven out of 18 total targeted words from the
series of storybooks.
In three of the group design studies and two of the single-case design studies
using the Story Friends program, overall large effect sizes were found. Kelley et al.
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(2015) reported large effect sizes in vocabulary gains for each of the three units of Story
Friends instruction, ranging from d = 1.67-2.62. Goldstein et al. (2017) used the Story
Friends program with the comparison group, who learned 13.8 of the 18 targeted words,
versus the experimental group’s learning of 2 out of 18 words not taught through the
Story Friends program. Goldstein et al. (2016) reported a large effect size of Cohen’s f2 =
.70. Treatment effects were seen for all children across many books in Peters-Sanders et
al. (2020), where children learned approximately two new words per week, nearly twice
as many as previous studies (Goldstein et al., 2016; Greenwood et al., 2016). Children’s
vocabulary gains in the treatment plus review strategies condition were 4.7 word points
versus 2.8 word points for children who received treatment only (Seven et al., 2020).
Although these findings suggest the overall effectiveness of the Story Friends program
for children at-risk of reading difficulties, results from both single-case research design
and group design studies indicate that additional adult conversation with explicit
instruction of target vocabulary words may be even more beneficial to improve children’s
vocabulary knowledge.
Discussion
The purpose of this review was to examine published research on the
effectiveness of vocabulary interventions for preschool and kindergarten children who
may be at risk for reading difficulties. Many students begin kindergarten with
vocabularies much lower than those of their peers (Hart & Risley, 1995); thus, they may
lack the strong foundation with which to acquire new words (Greenwood et al., 2016).
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School-based interventions that are implemented by teachers must be carefully designed
to promote outcomes for young children who are at-risk.
Young children from low SES backgrounds or those entering school with weaker
vocabularies may not respond adequately to classroom-wide instruction. Therefore,
teachers must be able to provide interventions tailored to their students’ individual needs.
Particular areas of research indicate that vocabulary interventions are effective in
improving oral language skills of prekindergarten and kindergarten children, but must
incorporate critical features, such as explicit instruction, immediate feedback, and
additional time to be most effective for young children at risk of poor reading outcomes.
Children At-Risk
Fortunately, research has demonstrated that for children from low SES
backgrounds (Silverman et al. 2013; Lonigan & Philips, 2016), it is feasible to provide
intensive instruction to aid in closing the vocabulary gap. Although all participants in
Spencer et al. (2013) were Black, no students had Individualized Education Plans, and
none were ELLs. Two more studies (Seven et al., 2020 & Kelley et al., 2015) included
100% of student participants who were African American. All participants from Correa et
al. (2015) were Hispanic. The effectiveness of interactive, targeted vocabulary instruction
has been demonstrated successfully with a diverse population of learners as evidenced by
studies in the present review. One key piece missing from many previous studies of the
effectiveness of oral language interventions on children’s vocabulary skills is
supplementing classroom-based interventions with lessons based on selected vocabulary
words where students have opportunities to interact with words and meanings.
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Small-group Interventions
Given that education in early childhood settings, such as preschool, is not
universal and many early care settings serve populations that are considered to be at-risk,
the numbers of children who require Tier 2 interventions may be higher than the
estimated 20% (Kelley et al., 2018). For example, there may be four or more students in a
classroom of 20 prekindergartners who require this level of targeted instruction beyond
effective, whole-group instruction. The present study accounts for the research conducted
with tiered instruction in reviewed studies. Results from multiple studies in the present
review noted the importance of small instructional groupings to promote students’
vocabulary learning (Lonigan & Phillips, 2016; Goldstein et al. 2016; Kelley et al.,
2015). In these studies, teachers provided supplemental, Tier 2, instruction that was
tailored to meet children’s vocabulary needs through small-group instruction. Coyne et
al. (2009) found that additional investment in instructional time that allowed for
increased encounters and exposures to target words led to a greater depth of children’s
word knowledge.
Extended Instructional Practices
Research (i.e., Beck & McKeown, 2007; Biemiller & Boote, 2006) suggests that
word learning can be enhanced when students are provided with extended opportunities
to interact with target words in varied contexts beyond those from the original story.
Suggestions have been made that for optimal learning, extended instruction should be
provided in small groups of students working with one teacher (Smith‐Lock, et al., 2013).
Using the Story Friends curriculum, Greenwood et al. (2016) conducted a systematic
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replication of Spencer et al. (2013), a single-case design research study with few
participants. Greenwood et al. (2016) noted that for future efficacy trials, outcome data
would need to be examined at the small-group (within-classroom) level; not only at the
child level because the appropriate intervention unit of randomization in a controlled trial
would likely be the small-group/classroom level. The components of an automated
method of delivering vocabulary instruction, such as consistent delivery of instruction
and repeated opportunities to hear and say new words, are effective for young learners.
Intervention Implementers
The original intent of Spencer et al. (2013) was to refine the Story Friends
program so that it was feasible for implementation by classroom staff, whether teachers,
paraeducators, or even trained parent volunteers. Putting the intervention into the hands
of those working directly with children in classrooms is advantageous and long-lasting.
Phillips et al. (2016), indicated the importance of instructional materials designed for use
by implementers without specialized linguistic and clinical expertise (e.g., speech
pathologists). Particularly because the reviewed interventions were designed as
supplemental instruction for children who would not necessarily meet criteria for
individually designed services from a clinician (e.g., Tier 3 or special education services),
it is important to make the instructional protocol accessible and feasible for use by
classroom teachers, aides, or other paraeducators (Phillips et al., 2016).
Rationale for the Present Study
Gaps in the literature include sufficient studies at the kindergarten level, inclusion
of optimal design features for Tier 2-level instruction (e.g., small groups, targeted
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interventions, repeated assessments) and for vocabulary instruction (e.g., multiple
opportunities, examples and non-examples, specific feedback), and teacher-implemented
vocabulary interventions. One specific intervention program that has evidence of
effectiveness for addressing vocabulary learning for at-risk learners is Story Friends;
however, it lacks necessary teacher-delivered feedback and opportunities for students to
practice words in new contexts. The present study contributes new information to the
literature by examining multiple kindergarten classrooms, incorporating optimal design
features for instruction in conjunction with the Story Friends curriculum, and allowing
teachers and paraeducators to deliver intervention and extended instruction. The proposed
study utilized the Story Friends program for all participating students, in addition to
providing extended instruction for small groups of students who demonstrated need for
supplemental instruction to better assess the effectiveness of the targeted practices for
improving vocabulary instruction. Spencer et al. (2012) recommended that future
rigorous tests of the Story Friends intervention be conducted using randomized group
designs for the purpose of detecting effect sizes with larger groups of students in
classrooms. Furthermore, student data from the prior studies that examined Story Friends
impact indicated that student learning of target words increased, but there was still room
for improvement.
Purpose of the Present Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of a small-group
vocabulary intervention for at-risk kindergarten children in public school settings. While
research supports the effectiveness of classroom-based vocabulary interventions, such as
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Story Friends, for providing supplemental instruction, additional, targeted instruction
may better support the needs of diverse learners in small groups where teacher feedback
is immediate and corrective, (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) and students are provided more
opportunities to practice using targeted vocabulary words and their meanings. Listening
to storybooks alone is not sufficient to increase vocabulary knowledge, particularly for
students who are at-risk. Requiring students to process new words at deep levels and
interacting with word meanings promotes meaningful vocabulary instruction (Beck &
McKeown, 2007).
The present study compared the effects of a small group intervention using
automated delivery of storybook reading with embedded vocabulary instruction and the
intervention plus extended teacher instruction which incorporated optimal instructional
design features of supplemental and explicit instruction (Greenwood et al., 2016; Carta et
al., 2015). While the automated delivery of storybook reading with embedded instruction
has evidence of effectiveness with young learners to support growth in vocabulary,
research suggests that the intervention alone may not meet the needs of young students
with more intensive needs (Greenwood et al., 2016). Thus this study contributes
meaningful information about the impact of automated storybook reading with embedded
instruction and extended, explicit teacher instruction on vocabulary gains for at-risk
learners. In addition, the interventions for the present study were implemented by
teachers and practitioners, and the results provided important information about the
ability of teachers to provide effective vocabulary instruction for young students who
may need more intensive support.
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Research Questions
Multiple empirical studies document the effectiveness of the Story Friends
intervention (Goldstein et al., 206; Kelley et al., 2015). This curriculum was selected to
examine at-risk kindergarten children’s knowledge of targeted, generalized, and concept
words. In the present study, the addition of extended teacher instruction on vocabulary
words within the Story Friends (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) program was compared to the
traditional delivery of the Story Friends (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) program by
examining the following research questions.
1. Based upon pre- and posttest data, to what extent does the Story Friends
program, with and without extended instruction in the general education
setting, improve overall vocabulary knowledge of kindergarten students atrisk for language and literacy difficulties as measured by the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test-IV (PPVT- IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007)?
2. Based upon pre- and posttest data, to what extent does the Story Friends
program, with and without extended instruction in the general education
setting, improve concept word knowledge of kindergarten students at-risk for
language and literacy difficulties as measured by the Concept Words Test
(Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?
3. Based upon three administrations of curriculum-based assessments, to what
extent does the Story Friends program, with and without extended instruction
in the general education setting, improve targeted vocabulary knowledge of
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kindergarten students at-risk for language and literacy difficulties as measured
by the Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?
4. Based on delayed posttesting data, to what extent does the Story Friends
program, with and without extended instruction in the general education
setting, demonstrate maintained knowledge of targeted vocabulary words for
kindergarten students at risk for language and literacy difficulties as measured
by the Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?
5. What are teachers’ and students’ perceptions of the Story Friends program?
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Figure 1. Inclusion/Exclusion of Vocabulary Intervention Articles
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Table 1
Characteristics of Included Studies
Author (Year)

n

Design Setting

Type Length

Time

Frequency

Goldstein et al. (2017)
Goldstein et al. (2016)
Neuman & Kaefer (2013)
Phillips et al. (2016)
Silverman et al. (2013)
Lonigan & Phillips (2016)
Lonigan & Phillips (2016)
Nelson et al. (2010)
Kelley et al. (2015)
Tuckwiller et al. (2010)
Nielsen & Friesen (2012)
Zipoli et al. (2011)
Zucker et al. (2013)
Phillips (2014)
Loftus et al. (2010)
Coyne et al. (2009)
Pollard-Durodola et al. (2011)
Loftus-Rattan et al. (2017)
Dennis (2016)
Bass & Barron (2014)
Spencer et al. (2013)
Correa et al. (2015)
Greenwood et al. (2016)
Dore et al. (2019)
Seven et al. (2020)
Peters-Sanders et al. (2020)

50
163
108
82
264
167
277
88
18
24
28
27
699
197
43
42
125
25
6
4
9
4
9
33
6
17

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

AB
AB
MM
LIP
IR
ELS
ELS
IR
AB
SB
EVE
SB
EVE
LIP
EVE
SB
LIP
EVE
CAI
AS
AS
SB
AS
CAI
EVE
SA

10
9-12
10-12
20
30
20
20
20
5
20
30
21
15
20
30
30
20
30
20
15
15
10
15
10-12
12
10-15

3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
3
2
3
2
5
4
4
3
5
4
5
4
3
3-4
3
1
3
3

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
K
K
K
P
PK1
K
K
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

13 wks
9 wks
8 wks
12 wks
12 wks
11 wks
11 wks
10 wks
14 wks
2 days
12 wks
18 wks
4 wks
12 wks
2 wks
1 week
12 wks
1 week
6 wks
12 wks
9 wks
16 wks
9 wks
4 wks
11 wks
18 wks

Note. G = Group design study; S = Single-case design study; P = Prekindergarten; K =
Kindergarten; PK1 = Prekindergarten/Kindergarten/First Grade combined. AS =
Automated storybook; CAI = Computer assisted instruction; EVE = Explicit vocabulary
enhancement; IR = Interactive reading; SB = Storybook; MM = Multi-media; LIP =
Language intervention program; ELS = Emergent literacy strands; Time is listed in
minutes per session; Frequency is listed in number of sessions per week.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
This chapter provides a description of the methods used to conduct a cluster
randomized design study to determine the impact of the Story Friends program with and
without extended teacher instruction on kindergarten students’ vocabulary knowledge.
This chapter is divided into the following sections: (a) research questions, (b)
experimental design and power estimate, (c) participants, (d) setting, (e) dependent
measures, (f) procedures, (g) data analysis, and (h) threats to validity.
Research Questions
1. Based upon pre- and posttest data, to what extent does the Story Friends
program, with and without extended instruction in the general education
setting, improve overall vocabulary knowledge of kindergarten students atrisk for language and literacy difficulties as measured by the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test-IV (PPVT- IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007)?
2. Based upon pre- and posttest data, to what extent does the Story Friends
program, with and without extended instruction in the general education
setting, improve concept word knowledge of kindergarten students at-risk for
language and literacy difficulties as measured by the Concept Words Test
(Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?
3. Based upon three administrations of curriculum-based assessments, to what
extent does the Story Friends program, with and without extended instruction
in the general education setting, improve targeted vocabulary knowledge of
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kindergarten students at-risk for language and literacy difficulties as measured
by the Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?
4. Based on delayed posttesting data, to what extent does the Story Friends
program, with and without extended instruction in the general education
setting, demonstrate maintained knowledge of targeted vocabulary words for
kindergarten students at risk for language and literacy difficulties as measured
by the Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?
5. What are teachers’ and students’ perceptions of the Story Friends program?
Experimental Design and Power Estimate
A cluster randomized design with children nested in classrooms was used to
compare the effects of Story Friends with and without extended teacher instruction on
measures of vocabulary learning. To determine children’s expected growth in targeted
vocabulary words from the Story Friends intervention, the results of four prior studies
using Story Friends (Greenwood et al. 2016; Spencer et al., 2012; Kelley et al., 2015; and
Greenwood et al., 2015) were examined. In prior studies using Story Friends, children’s
vocabulary word learning was reported in word points per unit, with a maximum of 12
points possible. The maximum score of 12 points would reflect children’s complete
knowledge of all six targeted words per unit, each which consists of three books.
Therefore, each book with its two targeted words can result in a maximum of four points
earned, or 12 total points per unit. Results from these studies showed that a mean
difference of 1.5 points (SD = 1.5) per book was statistically significant. In prior studies,
as a result of the Story Friends intervention, students learned approximately 7 out of 18
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total targeted words from the series of storybooks. Some words were learned partially by
children and other words were learned completely. For example, some word meanings
were provided correctly by students and received full credit or two points (i.e., “Brave
means not scared”); other words were scored for partial credit if the teacher needed to
provide a choice of two definitions (i.e., “Does brave mean not scared or not hungry?”),
in which the students would earn up to 1 point for choosing the correct response. If an
incorrect or no response was given, students were not awarded any points.
Because the literature documents meaningful effects for vocabulary intervention
studies using Story Friends, a power analysis was conducted a priori. Conducting a
power analysis was necessary to minimize chance findings and to find statistical
significance (Gersten et al., 2005). Data for the present study were analyzed at the
classroom and student level; therefore, statistical analyses needed to be sensitive enough
to detect effects. Data analysis techniques were linked to the research questions in the
present study (see Research Questions). Using pre- and posttest data from prior studies
(e.g., Greenwood et al. 2016; Spencer et al., 2012; Kelley et al., 2015; and Greenwood et
al., 2015) allowed the researcher to conduct a power analysis to discern the number of
students required to test for statistical significance in the proposed study with power level
of 0.80. After calculations using the formula, 𝑛 = 2d (a + b)2 / 2, based on the
estimated standard deviation value of 1.5, the difference between treatment groups of 1.2,
and alpha level set at .05, the sample size necessary for statistical power was determined
(n = 30). Given that a minimum of 30 participants were needed to ensure an adequate
sample size for the cluster randomized design as well as adequate sample size for the
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statistical analysis (Cohen, 1988), each of four kindergarten classrooms at School 1 (n =
19) were selected along with five kindergarten classrooms at School 2 (n = 18). We
recruited two schools within the same school district which included four and five
kindergarten classes, respectively. All kindergarten classes at both schools participated in
the study and within each class, three, four, or five students were selected to participate in
the intervention. Thus, our sample included 37 participants, seven more than required by
our power analysis. Although this is a relatively small sample size for a group design
study, it is acceptable because children made rather modest gains in learning new
vocabulary words in previous studies using Story Friends (e.g., Greenwood et al. 2016;
Spencer et al., 2012; Kelley et al., 2015; and Greenwood et al., 2015).
Assignment to Treatment Conditions
Random assignment was of intact groups (i.e., classrooms) at each school. Based
on random assignment, two classrooms at School 1 received standard treatment, and the
other two classrooms received treatment plus extended instruction. Random assignment
was also employed at School 2, where two classrooms received standard treatment, and
the other three classrooms received treatment plus extended instruction. Due to
kindergarten classroom structures and center time routines, random assignment at the
individual student level was not feasible. Therefore, approximately 43% of the identified
students (n = 16) from a total of nine classrooms received the Story Friends program as it
was originally published and the remaining 57% of the students (n = 21) received the
Story Friends program as it was published PLUS extended instruction.
Participants
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Teachers
Teacher participants were drawn from two public elementary schools in the
School District of Oconee County (SDOC) whose building Principals agreed to have their
kindergarten teachers participate in the study. At both schools, two classrooms were
randomly assigned to Story Friends treatment and the other classrooms were randomly
assigned to Story Friends PLUS Extended Instruction. For the two classrooms in School
1 receiving Story Friends PLUS Extended Instruction, and two classrooms receiving
Story Friends PLUS Extended Instruction in School 2, teachers chose to have their
paraeducators implement the intervention under their supervision. Therefore, for these
four classrooms, fidelity data and social validity data were completed by teachers and
their paraeducators. Teacher demographic characteristics are found in Table 3.
<Insert Table 3 About Here>
Students
To identify student participants who were at increased risk and likely to benefit
from the intervention, information was considered from two measures (see Measures
section for details): (a) Decision-Making Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein
& Kelley, 2016); and (b) Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-IV (PPVT-IV; Dunn & Dunn,
2007). The goal was to identify small groups of three to five students from each
classroom. The students who were identified by classroom teachers through the DecisionMaking Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) were those who
were rated as “never “ or “rarely” able to demonstrate basic language skills (see
Measures). Identified students were then pretested using the PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn,
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2007) and the Concept Words Pretest (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016). The primary
researcher and two university faculty members trained in the administration of the
measures administered the pre- and posttest measures.
A total of 37 students from nine classrooms were enrolled in the study, with an
average of four students per classroom. Children averaged 65 months of age at pretest.
From the treatment group, 12.5% of children (n = 2) received special education services,
whereas 25% of children (n = 5) from the treatment PLUS group received special
education services. Table 4 (below) displays students demographic characteristics.
Statistical tests revealed no significant differences between the groups on demographic or
developmental variables. Raw scores averaged 87 and 82 at pretest for the PPVT-IV
(Dunn & Dunn, 2007) for the treatment and treatment PLUS groups, respectively. Scores
on the Concept Words Pretest (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) averaged 14 and 14.2 for the
treatment and treatment PLUS groups, respectively. Child attrition totaled less than 3%
over the course of data collection. One student from School 1 was removed from the
study due to the classroom teacher’s decision based on student behavior. Additionally,
two students were unable to complete all of data collection due to absences for health
issues; however, these students’ scores on measures throughout a majority of data
collection were maintained. Sensitivity analyses revealed that missing data from these
two students did not impact the overall results of either treatment condition.
Student demographics. Basic demographic information (e.g., date of birth, race,
lunch and disability status) for student participants was collected through the Student
Demographic Form (SD). Teachers in both treatment conditions completed the
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information about all participating students. Lunch status information was collected from
three out of four teachers at School 1 and from all five classrooms at School 2. A copy of
the SD is provided in Appendix D.
<Table 4>
Setting
The intervention conditions were administered at two separate elementary school
settings (i.e., School 1 and School 2) from the SDOC in western SC within a total of nine
kindergarten classrooms. The SDOC serves approximately 5,259 students in prekindergarten through fifth grade and has a total student enrollment through twelfth grade
of over 10,000 students. Over half (55%) of the student population in the SDOC qualifies
for free/reduced lunch. Regarding student demographics in the SDOC, 8,210 students are
Caucasian; 1,041 students are African American; 734 students are Latino; 75 students are
Asian; and 396 students are American Indian/Multi-racial. School 1 in the SDOC houses
557 students from four-year old kindergarten through fifth grade; 61.4% are White, 23%
are African American, 8.8% are Hispanic, and 6.3% are Multiracial. School 2 in the
SDOC houses 610 students from four-year old kindergarten through fifth grade; 61.8%
are White, 32.1% are Hispanic, 3% are African American, and 2.6% are Multiracial.
School 2 is a Title 1 School, where state supplemental program resources are managed in
collaboration with the school to maximize efforts for at-risk students, reading and literacy
initiatives, enhancement activities, and educator professional development.
Dependent Measures
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Prior to beginning intervention, all student participants identified by the DecisionMaking Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) were
administered two pretests: PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and Concept Words Pretest
(Goldstein & Kelley, 2016). Throughout the intervention, three curriculum-based
measures administered to each participant served to measure individual children’s
learning of targeted vocabulary words through frequent Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs;
Goldstein & Kelley, 2016). Additionally, participants were administered two posttests at
the end of the intervention: PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and Concept Words PostTest
(Goldstein & Kelley, 2016). Participants who completed the PPVT-IV Form A (Dunn &
Dunn, 2007) during pretesting completed the PPVT-IV Form B (Dunn & Dunn, 2007)
during posttesting, and vice-versa. Pretest, curriculum-based measures, posttest scores,
and delayed posttest scores were compared to determine the effectiveness of the
intervention/treatment conditions.
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-IV
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-IV (PPVT-IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) was
administered at pre- and posttest to measure generalized vocabulary outcomes and to
address Research Question 1. The PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) is a standardized,
individually administered, norm-referenced measure of receptive vocabulary of the
English language. The test consists of 228 words, organized into 19 sets, with words
representing 20 different broad categories (e.g., actions, emotions; tools, vegetables, land
features) and different parts of speech (e.g., nouns, adjectives, verbs). Word sets are
ordered hierarchically in terms of word difficulty and are appropriate for use with
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individuals 2 years, 6 months to 90 years of age. The PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) can
be administered to individuals with a broad range of functional and ability levels.
Examinees (i.e., kindergarten students) look at four color pictures on a stimulus page.
They are provided with a stimulus word and must indicate (via pointing or verbalization
of the picture number) which of the four pictures illustrates the stimulus word. The
examiner continues to the next page of four pictures and verbalizes a stimulus word; the
examinee continues to indicate the matching picture until the examinee reaches his or her
ceiling which is eight or more errors in a given set of words. The PPVT-IV (Dunn &
Dunn, 2007) was normed on a sample of over 3,000 individuals whose demographic data
closely resembled that of the 2004 U.S. Census. Furthermore, the PPVT-IV (Dunn &
Dunn, 2007) demonstrates reliability coefficients indicating that it is a sound
psychometric measure of receptive vocabulary (test-retest reliability = .93, split-half
reliability = .94). Additionally, the PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) has been correlated
with other measures of vocabulary and obtained coefficients indicative of acceptable
criterion validity (e.g., PPVT-IV with the Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals-4 scale: receptive language r = .67 for younger children and .75 for older
children; Semel & Wiig, 2003). Raw scores and standard scores (M = 100, SD = 15) were
derived for analysis in the present study. Forms A and B of the PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn,
2007) were utilized for pre- and posttesting of all student participants.
Concept Words Pre- and Posttests
Concept Words Pre- and Posttest (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016; Kelley et al., 2015;
Spencer et al., 2012), were administered at the beginning and end of the entire 13-week
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series, Jungle Friends. There are 26 storybooks in the entire Story Friends program,
although the present study only included the first series (13 storybooks), Jungle Friends.
The purpose of the Concept Words measure was to assess children’s knowledge of
concept words introduced throughout the series as part of the Story Friends intervention
and was addressed in Research Question 2. The concept words selected from each
storybook represented concepts commonly taught in kindergarten classrooms, such as
high/low, empty/full, and many/few. The Concept Words Pre- and Posttest (Goldstein &
Kelley, 2016) measures were administered individually by two education trained faculty
and took approximately five minutes per child. The pre- and posttest prompts were
scripted, and these assessments may be found in the Story Friends Teacher Guide as well
as in Appendix J. Scores on these tasks were awarded 0 points (incorrect response) or 1
points (correct response); there was not partial credit awarded for children’s responses.
The maximum score for this assessment was 15 points.
Unit Vocabulary Tests
Each interactive Story Friends storybook introduced two new vocabulary words
that included explicit, child-friendly definitions and multiple opportunities for children to
respond through embedded instruction via automated prompting. The vocabulary words
selected from each storybook challenged children to expand their word knowledge in
ways that may benefit them in the school setting and will have a positive impact on their
future reading comprehension. These 18 words are: (a) relevant to children’s daily lives
and useful across many content areas; (b) frequently occurring in adult conversations and
texts children will encounter in future school years; (c) examples of rich language, such
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as descriptive verbs and adjectives; (d) likely to be unfamiliar to children but provide
opportunities for vocabulary expansion; and (e) difficult to learn from context without
explicit instruction and multiple exposures.
The Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) are curriculumbased measures used to collect vocabulary knowledge targeted towards the intervention
(i.e., proximal measures) and to address Research Question 3. Children’s vocabulary skill
gains were measured by three UVTs (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) as part of the Story
Friends curriculum throughout the intervention. To assess vocabulary knowledge,
children were asked to (a) complete the definitional task where they provide definitions
in response to open-ended questions, such as “Tell me, what does [target vocabulary
word] mean?”, and (b) complete the recognition vocabulary items where they respond to
prompts, such as, “Does [target vocabulary word] mean [this] or [that]?”. Scores on the
definitional task ranged from 0 to 2 points; 0 points for incorrect response, 1 point for
partial response, and 2 points for full definition given from the embedded lesson. For the
recognition vocabulary items, scores ranged from 0 to 1 point; there was not partial credit
awarded for children’s responses. The UVTs (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) were
administered immediately following each unit of instruction (i.e., three new storybooks
and one review book), resulting in three scores for each individual child. Individual
administration of UVTs took approximately two minutes per child. Because UVTs were
created by Story Friends developers, there is not technical adequacy data provided. The
UVTs are in Appendix K. Table 2 provides the list of all 18 words taught in the
intervention along with their child-friendly definitions.
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<Table 2>
Delayed Posttest Measure
To ensure that vocabulary word knowledge gains from the intervention were
maintained over time, the researcher administered a delayed posttest approximately four
weeks after the conclusion of the study. Research Question 4 addresses students’ gains
from the delayed posttest measure. The delayed posttest measure consisted of all three
UVTs (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) and was used to assess word knowledge retention of all
18 targeted vocabulary words from the Story Friends intervention (i.e., the Jungle
Friends series). Scoring of the delayed posttest measure adhered to the scoring guidelines
from the UVTs (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) for a total of 36 points. Administration of the
delayed posttest took approximately 10 minutes per child and was individually
administered. The decision to administer a delayed posttest in the current study was based
on Gersten et al. (2005) recommendation that the presence of delayed posttesting is a
“desirable” quality indicator for group design research. A copy of the delayed posttest
measure is provided in Appendix Q.
Measures
Teacher Questionnaire (TQ)
The purpose of the TQ measure was to collect information on teacher
demographics (e.g., school, age, number of years teaching kindergarten) as well as the
literacy practices typically implemented in kindergarten classrooms. The researchercreated Teacher Questionnaire (TQ) was administered to all nine teachers participating in
the study. Sample items included types of vocabulary instruction provided, types of
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language arts curriculum used, approaches to vocabulary instruction, and the percent of
time dedicated to vocabulary instruction. A copy of the TQ document is provided in the
Appendix B.
Screening Measure
Teachers were asked to complete the Decision-Making Framework Teacher
Questionnaire (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) to identify qualified students for the
intervention. The Decision-Making Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein &
Kelley, 2016) is comprised of three sections: (a) Part I, Oral Language Skills, (b) Part II,
Comprehension Skills, and (c) Part III, Child Characteristics. Once completed by the
teachers, the researcher reviewed scores on all parts of the screening tool. Part I of the
Decision-Making Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016), Oral
Language Skills, relates to students’ expressive/spoken language skills as well as
vocabulary skills. Although the present study is not measuring children’s listening
comprehension, items on Part II of the screening measure, Comprehension Skills, are
critical for selecting appropriate students for the intervention. Students will need to have
some knowledge of listening to stories for the purpose of making predictions, recalling
information, and following 2- and 3-step directions. The items in Part III, Child
Characteristics, may provide indications on whether the child is a good candidate for
small-group intervention, or possibly needs more individualized (i.e., Tier 3) instruction.
Teacher judgment may assist in selection of qualified students, as indicated in Part III of
the screening measure. Scores for the Decision-Making Framework Teacher
Questionnaire (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) are categorized by Never, Rarely Able, Often,
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Always. Teachers were asked to make one check mark in the box that best indicates how
often each child displayed each skill or behavior (for a total of 16 items). Students who
were frequently rated as never or rarely able to perform skills related to oral language,
including expressive language and vocabulary, and listening comprehension, as well as
deficient in social skills and following directions were selected for the study. A copy of
the Decision-Making Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) is
located in Appendix A.
Social Validity Measures
To examine the fifth research question which addresses teachers’ and students’
satisfaction with the intervention, social validity measures were distributed at the
completion of the study. The teacher and student measures were in the form of
researcher-created rating scales and both measures included free-response items. Copies
of the researcher-created social validity measures for teachers and students are provided
in Appendix M.
Teacher social validity measure. Sample items for the teacher measure included:
(a) ease of scripted lesson delivery (for intervention PLUS instruction condition), (b)
perceived child benefits, and (c) adequacy of training. Additionally, the researcher
included prompts in which the teachers freely responded to open-ended questions
regarding their experiences with the study. The rating scale for responses ranged from 0
(strongly disagree) to 3 (strongly agree). The maximum number of points possible for the
Teacher measure was 12. Teachers in the PLUS extended instruction condition also rated
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four additional items on the measure for an additional 12 possible points. The teacher
social validity measure is in Appendix M.
Student social validity measure. Sample items for the student measure included
(a) enjoyment of the storybooks, (b) engagement of the lessons, and (c) overall
satisfaction with the intervention. The rating scale included smiley faces for students to
rate their agreement with items as follows: (a) Definitely (2 points); (b) Maybe (1 point);
(c) No way (0 points). A total of eight points was possible for the student measure. The
student social validity measure is in Appendix M.
Scoring Reliability
The researcher in the present study served as the primary scorer for all measures.
Two University faculty members from the departments of Special Education and Early
Literacy who received information about the intervention were employed and trained to
score up to one-third of the assessments to evaluate scoring reliability. Scoring was
completed using detailed scoring guides created for each measure. For example, UVT
scoring guides included a scoring rubric as well as multiple sample responses for each
item. Scorers were blind to participant and assessment points (e.g., pretest/posttest). On
the UVT, scorers were blind to condition (treatment vs. comparison group) as well. On all
measures, an item-by-item comparison was made to determine agreement or
disagreement. Scoring reliability was calculated by dividing the total number of
agreements by the total number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by
100. Scoring reliability was evaluated periodically during the proposed study to achieve a
desired level of at least 90% agreement.
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Fidelity of Assessment Administration
To examine fidelity of assessment administration, trained research assistants
completed procedural checklists specific to each measure. Fidelity checks were
distributed across pre- and post-book assessment times and across examiners and
participants. Fidelity was examined separately for Unit Vocabulary Tests (Goldstein &
Kelley, 2016), Concept Words Pre- and Posttests (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016), the PPVTIV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and the Delayed Posttest. Fidelity of assessment was 100% for
three research assistants.
Procedures
Intervention Description
A complete schedule of implementation of Story Friends is provided in Appendix
C. Additionally, teachers in the present study used the Jungle Friends Pacing Chart as a
resource to help them plan the instructional pacing of the series. A copy of the Pacing
Chart is provided in Appendix I. According to the Story Friends curriculum, classroom
implementation of this supplemental program follows three steps: (a) identify, (b)
implement, and (c) assess.
Classroom teachers and/or paraeducators implemented the intervention within the
natural rotation of daily instructional centers. For two classrooms in School 1 and two
classrooms in School 2, teachers oversaw the implementation of the intervention, which
was conducted by paraeducators. Each kindergarten classroom traditionally conducted
daily centers for small groups of four to six students. In all classrooms under
investigation, students participated in small-group (three to five children) centers for up
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to 15 minutes. Most classrooms conducted the intervention at a private table; some within
a separate area of the classroom (i.e., the office space within the classroom), and some
within a small space outside of the classroom (i.e., kitchen at end of hallway or outside
table). In addition, teachers in the treatment PLUS condition (n = 5) met with their small
groups of students immediately following listening to each story to complete the PLUS
extended instruction at a table that accommodated the group.
Step 1. First, to identify students who would benefit from using Story Friends,
teachers completed the Decision-Making Framework Teacher Questionnaire (Goldstein
& Kelley, 2016) provided with the Story Friends program.
Step 2. The second step, implement the intervention at the listening center,
suggests having an adult nearby to facilitate the listening center. During this time, small
groups of children in both treatment and treatment PLUS extended instruction groups
listened to interactive stories via individual headphones and responded to interactive,
audio-prompted vocabulary and comprehension lessons. Children listened to each
storybook three times within one week. Recommendations from Story Friends were
followed to implement the intervention on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, thus
allowing for make-up days on Thursday and/or Friday as needed. There are a total of 26
storybooks in the entire Story Friends program, although the present study included only
included the first series (13 storybooks), Jungle Friends. Each interactive storybook
reading was approximately 7-10 minutes long and highlighted two new vocabulary words
and one or two new concept words. The expectation was that while students were in the
listening center, they would remain engaged with the storybook and respond orally to the
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prompts as the narrator delivered the lessons with embedded instruction through their
headphones. For example, as the narrator read the story, she might ask students to
pronounce a targeted vocabulary word or repeat a word meaning: Enormous means very
big. What does enormous mean? Now, you tell me something that is enormous. For
students in the Story Friends treatment group, the remaining time at the Listening Center
was used to allow students to explore the storybooks for an additional five minutes or
return to their assigned teacher task. Students were permitted to look back through
storybooks’ pictures or independently re-read the stories during the five minutes after
they finished listening to each story. During this second step, teachers in the Story
Friends PLUS instruction condition provided 5 minutes of extended, explicit instruction
to students following the listening of the story, using the script for instruction provided in
Appendix F. The entire center rotation time lasted approximately 15 minutes.
Treatment Plus Extended Instruction. Teachers in the treatment PLUS extended
instruction group implemented the Story Friends program following the same protocol as
the teachers following the traditional Story Friends program. Then they used an
instructional script immediately after students finished listening to each storybook to
implement the five minutes of extended instruction. Therefore, after students listened to
each storybook on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, teachers used the following
protocol for each of those days. On Mondays, the script focused on reviewing the
meaning of the new words, each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Sample
sentences were provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions
in context. For example, the script stated a sentence such as, Ill means sick. On Tuesdays,
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the facilitator presented visuals to represent the targeted vocabulary words. These
pictures showed examples and non-examples of the targeted words. For example, the
script referred to a picture from the storybook and the facilitator asked a question such as,
“Does this picture show someone who is ill?” On Wednesdays, there was an interactive
activity for the facilitator to engage the students in using the new words, such as acting
out or drawing about the target words. For example, the script had the facilitator ask the
students to act out or illustrate the meaning of the new word, such as, Now I would like
you to draw a picture of someone who is ill. Copies of scripts for PLUS extended
instruction are located in Appendix S.
Step 3. Finally, during the last step, assess, learning of instructional targets was
assessed using three curriculum-based measures. Vocabulary acquisition was measured
using three Story Friends curriculum-created UVTs (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016), which
were administered by the researcher after each four weeks of instruction (i.e., three new
storybooks plus one review book per unit). Copies of the three UVTs (Goldstein &
Kelley, 2016) for Story Friends Units 1, 2, and 3 are located in Appendix K.
Teacher Training
Story Friends Treatment
At the beginning of the study, all nine participating teachers received a one-hour
training session on the Story Friends program facilitated by the researcher at their
schools. In training sessions at both school sites, the researcher utilized the three online
Professional Development Training Modules from the Story Friends program. Module 1
provided an overview of the Story Friends program, Module 2 discussed intervention
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implementation, and Module 3 covered assessment within the Story Friends program.
The link for three online training modules is provided in Appendix E.
Story Friends PLUS Extended Instruction
In addition to the traditional Story Friends program training, teachers in the Story
Friends PLUS extended instruction condition were also trained on the use of scripts for
extended instruction and had opportunities to practice facilitating the additional scripted
instruction with the researcher or with a peer in order to achieve 100% fidelity. Practice
items included scripted lessons for daily PLUS instruction, such as reviewing childfriendly definitions (e.g., Ill means sick), providing visuals to represent targeted words
(e.g., Does this picture show someone who is ill?), and implementing an activity to
support word meaning (e.g., Now I would like for you to draw a picture of someone who
is ill). The script for teachers in the Story Friends PLUS extended instruction condition is
in Appendix F. The activities and instructional script were adapted from Silverman et al.
(2013) and Coyne et al. (2010). The additional 30-minute training for teachers in the
Story Friends program treatment PLUS condition immediately followed training of all
teachers on the Story Friends program.
Fidelity of Intervention Implementation
Story Friends Treatment
Investigating fidelity of implementation is a critical consideration for effective
Tier 2 intervention (Goldstein et al., 2016). To examine whether the Story Friends
intervention and the PLUS extended instruction conditions were implemented with
fidelity, classroom observations were conducted by the researcher and/or two additional
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university faculty members using a checklist adapted from the Story Friends curriculum.
A copy of the treatment fidelity checklist is provided in Appendix G. The six critical
component items that are assessed in the program are: (a) children having headphones;
(b) children having books; (c) facilitator (teacher or paraeducator) having headphones;
(d) correct audio playing and functioning properly; (e) entire audio track playing; and (f)
listening center is quiet with few distractions (Goldstein et al., 2016). Observations were
balanced across storybooks, including participants’ first, second, and third listen of
storybooks, with one of the three observations conducted by two members of the research
team for inter-observer agreement. Inter-observer agreement was calculated by [number
of agreements / (number of agreements + number of disagreements) x 100]. A copy of the
inter-observer agreement fidelity form is included in Appendix R.
Story Friends PLUS Instruction
Adherence to procedures of the Story Friends intervention group PLUS extended
instruction (e.g., providing specific activities and using prescribed materials) was
measured by the researcher through an additional fidelity checklist. The maximum
number of points awarded per observed PLUS instruction lesson was three. Points were
given if descriptors were observed (one point) or were not observed (zero points). A copy
of this fidelity checklist is included in Appendix H. Given the complexity and time
involved with collecting fidelity data, two trained university faculty members assisted to
collect fidelity data in the present study.
Attendance Logs
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In addition to fidelity checklists, teachers were required to complete attendance
log records of the dates that children listened to storybooks. Attendance logs were
completed by teachers for all student participants in each of the nine classrooms
throughout the study and were collected from all teachers at the conclusion of the study.
The goal was for children to hear each storybook with embedded lessons read aloud three
times, ideally on three consecutive days, and to listen to each review book three times
(one per unit). Teachers allowed students to listen to make up stories on Thursdays and
Fridays. All student participants in both treatment groups were expected to receive this
dosage of intervention. Copies of the attendance logs for Units 1, 2, and 3 are included in
Appendix L. Average attendance across the 15 week-long intervention consisting of 45
total sessions was 97% for students in the treatment condition and 96% in the treatment
PLUS condition.
Data-analysis Procedures
All statistical analyses were conducted using JMP Version 14.3.0 (JMP, 2019).
Statistical significance was defined as p < .05. Data analysis for the present study
consisted of both descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics were
calculated as means and standard deviations for all outcome measures. To determine
treatment group equivalency, a series of independent samples t-tests were conducted for
pretest scores for PPVT-IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and Concept Words Pretest (Goldstein
& Kelley, 2016) to determine whether differences existed in the groups at the start of the
study (i.e., random assignment at the classroom level does not guarantee equality). It was
important to ensure that the student sample was representative of at-risk populations;
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therefore, student demographic variables (treatment group, age, gender, race, special
education status, and lunch status) were also examined through a series of analyses of
variance (ANOVA).
To answer research questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 about the impact of the intervention
on student vocabulary knowledge, an ANOVA was conducted to detect significant
between-group differences at posttest and on change (gain) scores from pre- to posttest
on each vocabulary outcome measure. The posttest and change scores for PPVTIV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and Concept Words Posttest (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) were
used to determine whether the intervention resulted in differences in the posttest scores or
the change scores. Note that change scores were used for “adjusting” the posttest PPVTIV and Concept Words, as opposed to using the pretest scores as covariates since there
was not much variation in pretest scores. The three UVT (Goldstein & Kelley,
2016) scores were used to determine whether the intervention improved targeted
vocabulary knowledge. The delayed posttest scores were used to determine whether
vocabulary knowledge gained was maintained over time. Cohen’s d effect sizes were
calculated to add further insight into the magnitude of the intervention effects.
A series of ANOVA models were conducted to evaluate the impact of school-,
teacher-, and student-level variables that may have influenced student vocabulary
learning in addition to the effect of the intervention, such as effects of school (location),
teacher (age, number years teaching, and highest degree earned) and student
demographics (treatment group, age, gender, race, special education status, and lunch
status). These analyses were performed to determine whether other potential factors may
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have had influenced the group mean differences, and whether there was need to adjust for
those factors if, in fact, they were significant. All school-, teacher-, and student-level
variables were entered into the ANOVA models for each vocabulary measure (PPVT,
UVT, and Concept Words). Non-significant variables (p > .05) were removed from each
model until significance was reached. The final model was reduced to include only the
effect of treatment group on students’ academic performance as a result of nonsignificant findings for school, teacher, and student level variables.
To answer research question 5 about social validity, student and teacher survey
responses were analyzed for content and general satisfaction with the intervention. Means
and standard deviations were derived for responses on both survey measures.
Threats to Validity
Threats to Internal Validity
Random assignment to treatment conditions were conducted at the classroom
level, not at the individual student level. It is not feasible within the schedules and
structure of kindergarten classrooms to randomize at the student level. At School 1, two
of the four classrooms were randomly assigned to treatment and the other two to the
treatment PLUS extended instruction (i.e., two classrooms). At School 2, there were a
total of five participating classrooms; two classrooms were randomly assigned to
treatment and the remaining three were randomly assigned to treatment PLUS extended
instruction. According to Gay et al. (2009), to reduce threats to internal validity using this
design, the researcher should include groups that are as equivalent as possible. Using
multiple kindergarten classrooms from two school sites within the same school district
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enhances the likelihood of equivalent groups. If differences between the group had been
identified, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) could have been used to equate the groups
statistically (Gay et al., 2009). Further, students in kindergarten classrooms are typically
instructed in small-group center lessons; therefore, the experimental environment was
authentic. Testing, a threat to internal validity, was controlled for by pretesting groups in
both conditions. If pretesting lead to higher posttest scores, the advantage would be
consistent for both the treatment and control groups.
Threats to External Validity
In the present study, a possible threat to external validity was treatment diffusion,
when the two treatment groups at the same school may have communicated about the
interventions and potentially impacted the other group’s instruction (Gay et al., 2009). It
was possible that the treatment only group could have been exposed to the target
vocabulary words incidentally in the school, classroom, or home. It was possible, too,
that children in either treatment condition may have been exposed to some of the targeted
words at home through multimedia sources, which might have deepened their
understanding of words. The threat of treatment diffusion may have impacted the
effectiveness of the intervention on children’s vocabulary outcomes. To reduce the
likelihood of treatment diffusion, the researcher requested that teacher participants not
share vocabulary instruction with one another.
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Table 2.
Vocabulary Words and Child-friendly Definitions from Story Friends Curriculum
Vocabulary Word

Child-friendly Definition

enormous
different
brave
grin
gorgeous
soaked
reckless
ruin
imagine
soar
ill
comfort
leap
pause
speedy
wise
ridiculous
tumble

really big
not the same
not scared
to smile
pretty
really wet
not safe
to mess up
to pretend
to fly
sick
to make you feel better
to jump
to stop
fast
smart
silly
to fall
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Table 3.
Demographic Variables of Participating Teachers
Condition

N

Gender

Race

Story Friends

4

100%
Female

100%
white

8.75

50%

36.25

Story Friends
PLUS

5

100%
female

100%
white

6.20

60%

40.20

Ave yrs K5
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Master’s
experience

Ave age
Degree

Table 4.
Demographic Variables of Participating Students
Group

N

Story Friends

16

Story Friends
PLUS

20

White Black Hispanic >1 Race Gender Free/Reduced
Lunch
13
0
3
0 10 male
-6 female
11

2

3

4
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7 male
13 female

14

Disability
2
5

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
A cluster randomized design was employed to determine the impact of the Story
Friends program with extended teacher instruction on at-risk kindergarten students’
vocabulary knowledge. Nine participating classrooms were randomly assigned to
treatment and treatment PLUS extended instruction conditions and vocabulary skills were
assessed using multiple pretests, posttests, and curriculum-based measures. Satisfaction
with the intervention was measured using researcher-created teacher and student social
validity instruments. Statistical analyses were conducted to determine (a) the statistical
effect of the intervention, (b) differences in pretest and posttest scores between treatment
and treatment PLUS extended instruction conditions, and (c) impact of school, teacher,
and student characteristics on academic performance. This chapter is divided into
the following sections: (a) descriptive data, (b) intervention effects, (c) effect sizes, (d)
treatment fidelity findings, and (e) social validity findings.
Descriptive Data
Descriptive statistics (mean, SD) were derived for all measures. Data were
analyzed to test for t-test assumptions. Results indicated that the differences from pretest
to posttest scores for each of the dependent measures were normally distributed, as
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > .05). A boxplot revealed no outliers. Raw scores at
pretest on the PPVT-IV ranged from 51 to 105 for the treatment group and from 51 to 107
for the treatment PLUS group. Concept Words Pretest scores ranged from 12 to 15 for
the treatment group and from 8 to 15 for the treatment PLUS group. At posttest, mean
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raw scores were higher on the PPVT-IV for students in the Story Friends treatment only
condition (91) than for students in the Story Friends treatment PLUS group (89.7).
Posttest scores were the same for students in both treatment groups on the Concept Words
Posttest measure (14.8). However, from pretest to posttest, the mean scores for students
in both treatment conditions increased on dependent measures (i.e., PPVT-IV and
Concept Words). Delayed Posttest scores were overall significantly higher for students in
the treatment PLUS group than students in the treatment only condition, ranging from 8
to 32 for the treatment group and from 16 to 36 for the treatment PLUS group.
Descriptive data are presented in Table 5.
Effects on Vocabulary Learning
Vocabulary learning was reported in word points per instructional unit as
measured by the UVTs, with a maximum of 12 points reflecting complete knowledge of
all six novel words per unit. Analyses indicated that students in the treatment PLUS
condition showed greater gains in vocabulary word knowledge than students in the
treatment only condition. The largest gains were evident in the treatment PLUS
condition’s mean PPVT-IV standard score from pretest to posttest of 7.8. In contrast, the
treatment only condition students’ mean standard score increased 3.6 points from pretest
to posttest on the PPVT-IV. The Delayed Posttest measure consisted 18 words, each
worth two points, for a total of 36 possible points. Raw scores on the Delayed Posttest
measure for students in the treatment PLUS condition were 4.1 points higher than
students in the treatment only condition. T-test analyses revealed statistically significant
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increases from pretest to posttest on four measures (PPVT-IV, Concepts Words, UVT 3,
and Delayed Posttest) for the Story Friends PLUS extended instruction condition group.
<Table 5>
Intervention Effects
To answer research questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 about whether the intervention had an
impact on student vocabulary knowledge, an ANOVA was conducted to detect
significant between-group differences at posttest and on change (gain) scores from pre- to
posttest on each vocabulary outcome measure. The independent variable under
investigation was treatment group (e.g., Story Friends “SF” or Story Friends PLUS
Extended Instruction “SF+”). ANOVA results are presented in Table 6.
Addressing the first research question, “Based upon pre- and posttest data, to what
extent does the Story Friends program, with and without extended instruction, in the
general education setting improve overall vocabulary knowledge of kindergarten students
at-risk for language and literacy difficulties as measured by the PPVT- IV (Dunn & Dunn,
2007),” it was not evident that the intervention increased students’ general word
knowledge for students in the Story Friends only program. Students in the treatment
PLUS group made larger gains from pretest to posttest on the PPVT- IV (Dunn & Dunn,
2007). Although both groups made gains from pretest to posttest, ANOVA results on the
posttest scores on the PPVT- IV (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) revealed no significant group
differences (p = .82) meaning the treatment PLUS intervention did not increase students’
general vocabulary knowledge.
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The second research question, “Based upon pre- and posttest data, to what extent
does the Story Friends program, with and without extended instruction, in the general
education setting improve concept word knowledge of kindergarten students at-risk for
language and literacy difficulties as measured by the Concept Words Test (Goldstein &
Kelley, 2016)?,” assessed basic word learning of pairs of opposite or directional words.
Although pretest to posttest results indicate improvements in mean scores for both
treatment groups, ANOVA results on scores on the Concept Words Posttest (Goldstein &
Kelley, 2016) revealed no significant group differences (p = .87).
The third research question, “Based upon three administrations of curriculumbased assessments, to what extent does the Story Friends program, with and without
extended instruction, in the general education setting improve targeted vocabulary
knowledge of kindergarten students at-risk for language and literacy difficulties as
measured by the Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?” addressed
the targeted knowledge of words directly taught from the intervention. ANOVA results
on scores on UVT 1 (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) revealed no significant group differences
(p = .11). However, results from UVT 2 (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) were in favor of the
PLUS instruction group and revealed group differences that were approaching
significance (p = .06) and scores on UVT 3 (Goldstein & Kelley, 2016) revealed a
significant group difference (p = .01), indicating that the intervention had an effect on
student performance on Unit Vocabulary Test 3.
Finally, the fourth research question stated, “Based on delayed posttesting data, to
what extent does the Story Friends program, with and without extended instruction, in the
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general education setting demonstrate maintained knowledge of targeted vocabulary
words for kindergarten students at-risk for language and literacy difficulties as measured
by the three Unit Vocabulary Tests (UVTs; Goldstein & Kelley, 2016)?” The Delayed
Posttest captured the sustained knowledge of learned vocabulary words several weeks
post-intervention. ANOVA results indicated significant group differences on the scores
on the Delayed Posttest (p = .05), indicating that students in the PLUS intervention
condition demonstrated maintenance of vocabulary knowledge four weeks postintervention.
<Table 6>
Additional Factors
Full ANOVA models were created and run for each measure to incorporate the
additional factors (school, teacher and student demographics) that may have influenced
the academic performance of students in both treatment groups. All variables were
included in the full model for each posttest measure and individual variables were
removed in steps one at a time based on which had the highest p-value until the effect of
treatment was remaining. For each posttest measure, the additional school, teacher, and
student variables were found to be non-significant and the statistical models with only
the intervention group were deemed appropriate for evaluating the intervention impact
(Gay et al., 2009). Models for each measure are presented in Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and
12. Because this was an exploratory analysis and no additional factors were found to be
significant predictors of student performance, only p-values are reported for each model.
<ANOVA Tables>
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Effect Sizes Across Conditions
Effect sizes were calculated to determine the magnitude of the effect of the
intervention. Effect sizes were computed for both treatment conditions using Cohen’s d
(1988) recommended method of analysis and interpretation to evaluate practical meaning
of score changes from pretest to posttest. According to Cohen (1988), an effect size less
than 0.2 is considered not meaningful, 0.2 to 0.49 is small but meaningful, 0.5 to 0.79 is
medium and meaningful, and larger than 0.8 is large and meaningful. Results indicated
small to medium non-significant effect sizes for two dependent measures (i.e., PPVT-VT
and Concept Words) for the treatment PLUS intervention, with effect sizes ranging from
0.34 to 0.62. The largest effect sizes were found for the Delayed Posttest (d = 0.49), UVT
3 (d = 0.65), and mean UVT (d = 3.2) scores for the treatment PLUS intervention. Table 6
presents the effect sizes for posttest measures. In sum, even though the only significant
group differences detected were on the UVT 3 (p = .01) and Delayed Posttest (p = .05),
there were numerous small to large non-significant effects on student vocabulary learning
as a result of the treatment PLUS intervention.
Treatment Fidelity Findings
Story Friends Intervention
To examine whether the Story Friends intervention and the PLUS extended
instruction conditions were implemented with fidelity, classroom observations were
conducted for 69% of intervention sessions. Twenty-seven sessions across nine
classrooms were observed by the researcher and/or two additional university faculty
members using a checklist adapted from the Story Friends curriculum. A copy of the
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treatment fidelity checklist is provided in Appendix G. Each of the nine classrooms were
observed at least three times and observations were balanced across storybooks, including
participants’ first, second, and third listen of storybooks, with one of the three
observations conducted by two members of the research team for inter-observer
agreement. Inter-observer agreement which was calculated by [number of agreements /
(number of agreements + number of disagreements) x 100] was 100% for all sessions
observed for fidelity. A copy of the inter-observer agreement fidelity form is included in
Appendix R.
Story Friends PLUS Instruction
Adherence to procedures of the Story Friends intervention group PLUS extended
instruction (e.g., providing specific activities and using prescribed materials) was
measured by the researcher through an additional fidelity checklist. The maximum
number of points awarded per observed PLUS instruction lesson was three. Points were
given if descriptors were observed (one point) or were not observed (zero points).
Targeted PLUS extended instruction components were (a) teacher following scripted
lesson plan, (b) students visibly engaged in lesson, and (c) teacher using appropriate
materials for scripted lesson. Results indicated that all except one teacher were
consistently observed following the fidelity checklist for Story Friends PLUS extended
instruction and earning three points per observation. The one teacher at School 2 often
ran out of time after students listened to the stories to deliver PLUS instruction; therefore,
points were frequently not awarded for this one teacher. During three separate
observations, this teacher was not awarded three fidelity points for adhering to the Story
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Friends PLUS extended instruction script due to not having time to implement the five
minute PLUS extended instruction lesson. Given the complexity and time involved with
collecting fidelity data, two trained university faculty members assisted to collect fidelity
data in the present study. A copy of this fidelity checklist is included in Appendix H.
Attendance Logs
Children’s attendance was taken by classroom teachers throughout data collection
and submitted to the researcher at the end of the study. In Unit 1 (i.e., the introductory
storybook, three books, and one review book), three children missed hearing the third
reading of one book in week 3. In Unit 2 (i.e., three books plus one review book), two
children missed hearing books on week 6 and week 8 and two other children missed
hearing the second and third listen of the review book. In Unit 3 (i.e., three books plus
one review book), one child missed two days of week 10, one child missed one day of
week 10, one child missed two days of week 11, another child missed one day of week
11, three children missed one day of week 12, and one child missed one day of week 13’s
review book. Teachers were diligent in making up sessions as recorded on their
attendance logs, except for students with extended absences (e.g., students missing an
entire week of school may have missed that entire storybook). Copies of the attendance
logs for Units 1, 2, and 3 are included in Appendix L.
Social Validity Findings
Teachers
All nine participating teachers completed the social validity measure to rate their
agreement with statements about the intervention and, if applicable, PLUS extended
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instruction treatment. Results indicate overall teacher satisfaction. Using a 4-point Likert
scale, 100% of participating teachers strongly agreed or agreed with implementation of
the Story Friends intervention as easy on a weekly basis. All teachers strongly agreed or
agreed that their students enjoyed listening to stories via headphones. Sixty-seven percent
of teachers strongly agreed that their students learned new vocabulary words as a result
of the intervention, and the remaining 33% of teachers agreed with this statement.
Regarding whether the teachers would consider using the intervention with future
students in their classrooms, 78% strongly agreed or agreed and 22% disagreed.
For the five teachers in the PLUS extended instruction condition, all strongly
agreed or agreed that the instructional script was clear, that the instructional script helped
them teach new words, and that the instructional script helped their students better learn
new words. Although one teacher did not respond to the final social validity item in the
PLUS extended instruction condition, 75% of teachers strongly agreed or agreed that the
activities within the instructional script were more beneficial than students listening to
stories alone. Results from the researcher-created social validity measure for teachers are
included in Table 13.
<Table 13>
Students
Thirty-four of the originally identified 37 students completed the social validity
measure to rate their agreement with statements about the intervention and, if applicable,
PLUS extended instruction treatment. Overall, 75% of students were highly satisfied with
the intervention and reported that they definitely enjoyed listening to the stories, definitely
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paid attention to the embedded instruction, and definitely learned new vocabulary words.
Seven student participants felt that maybe they enjoyed the stories, maybe they paid
attention, and maybe they learned new vocabulary words. Three student participants felt
that there was no way that they enjoyed the intervention, no way they paid attention, and
no way they learned new vocabulary words. Three students were unable to respond to the
social validity measure due to absences at the end of data collection. Results from the
social validity measure for students are included in Table 14.
<Table 14>
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Table 5.
Descriptive Data for Study Measures
SF

SF+

Measure

Mean(SD)

Mean(SD)

PPVT-IV Pre

87.4(15.9)

81.9(16.5)

PPVT-IV Post

91.0(14.4)

89.7(16.0)

Concept Words Pre

14.0(0.9)

13.5(1.9)

Concept Words Post

14.8(0.4)

14.8(0.7)

UVT 1

9.9(2.6)

11.0(1.3)

UVT 2

8.4(2.5)

9.8(1.6)

UVT 3

8.7(2.1)

10.5(1.8)

Mean UVT

8.9(0.4)

10.5(0.3)

SV 1

1.6(0.8)

1.7(0.7)

SV 2

1.6(0.5)

1.6(0.8)

SV 3

1.8(0.6)

1.7(0.7)

SV 4

1.8(0.4)

1.5(0.8)

Delayed Posttest

23.7(6.2)

27.8(5.7)

Note. SF = Story Friends treatment only. SF+ = Story Friends PLUS instruction group.
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Table 6.
ANOVA Results for Difference Scores on Posttest Measures
Sum of Squares

F

p

Cohen’s d

PPVT-IV

13.92

0.06

.82

0.34

Concept Words

0.01

0.03

.87

0.62

UVT 1

10.25

2.66

.11

0.38

UVT 2

16.50

3.87

.06

0.47

UVT 3

26.26

7.13

.01

0.65

Delayed Posttest

150.34

4.32

.05

0.49

Measure
(Posttest)
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Table 7
ANOVA Model Reduction for PPVT-IV Posttest
PPVT-IV Posttest
p

Source
Step 1 – Full Model
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 2 – Reduced Model 1
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 3 – Reduced Model 2
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 4 – Reduced Model 3
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 5 – Reduced Model 4
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Lunch
Step 6 – Reduced Model 5
SF Group
Student Lunch
Step 7 – Reduced Model 6
SF Group

.30
.20
.15
.72
.42
.18
.83
.33
.17
.13
.80
.41
.17
.63
.15
.11
.37
.16
.20
.04
.52
.19
.25
.03
.17
.06
.23
.04
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Table 8.
ANOVA Model Reduction for Concept Words Posttest
Concept Words Posttest
p

Source
Step 1 – Full Model (R2 = 0.66)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 2 – Reduced Model 1 (R2 = 0.61)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Race
Step 3 – Reduced Model 2 (R2 = 0.45)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Race
Step 4 – Reduced Model 3 (R2 = 0.43)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Race
Step 5 – Reduced Model 4 (R2 = 0.43)
SF Group
Student Age
Student Race
Step 6 – Reduced Model 5 (R2 = 0.31)
SF Group
Student Age
Step 7 – Reduced Model 6 (R2 = 0.26)
SF Group

.08
.10
.44
.04
.10
.59
.19
.04
.04
.50
.02
.07
.03
.16
.12
.33
.06
.10
.09
.44
.07
.07
.46
.08
.11
.79
.17
.80
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Table 9.
ANOVA Model Reduction for UVT 1
UVT 1
p

Source
Step 1 – Full Model (R2 = 0.46)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 2 – Reduced Model 1 (R2 = 0.45)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 3 – Reduced Model 2 (R2 = 0.47)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Race
Step 4 – Reduced Model 3 (R2 = 0.46)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Race
Step 5 – Reduced Model 4 (R2 = 0.42)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Step 6 – Reduced Model 5 (R2 = 0.27)
SF Group
Student Age
Step 7 – Reduced Model 6 (R2 = 0.07)
SF Group

.54
.34
.27
.49
.97
.81
.59
.30
.25
.17
.49
.84
.58
.91
.26
.12
.01
.37
.20
.08
.00
.35
.23
.08
.01
.09
.00
.11
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Table 10.
ANOVA Model Reduction for UVT 2
UVT 2
p

Source
Step 1 – Full Model (R2 = 0.42)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 2 – Reduced Model 1 (R2 = 0.42)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 3 – Reduced Model 2 (R2 = 0.41)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 4 – Reduced Model 3 (R2 = 0.39)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 5 – Reduced Model 4 (R2 = 0.19)
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 6 – Reduced Model 5 (R2 = 0.11)
SF Group
Student Lunch
Step 7 – Reduced Model 6 (R2 = 0.07)
SF Group

.88
.37
.39
.65
.36
.23
.88
.33
.38
.38
.32
.21
.88
.29
.34
.38
.29
.19
.29
.31
.24
.18
.35
.54
.30
.58
.33
.06
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Table 11.
ANOVA Model Reduction for UVT 3
UVT 3
p

Source
Step 1 – Full Model (R2 = 0.95)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 2 – Reduced Model 1 (R2 = 0.95)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 3 – Reduced Model 2 (R2 = 0.86)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 4 – Reduced Model 3 (R2 = 0.39)
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 5 – Reduced Model 4 (R2 = 0.31)
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 6 – Reduced Model 5 (R2 = 0.28)
SF Group
Student Lunch
Step 7 – Reduced Model 6 (R2 = 0.18)
SF Group

.87
.16
.88
.86
.00
.17
.14
.13
.45
.89
.00
.15
.01
.12
.46
.00
.12
.01
.09
.48
.28
.47
.17
.19
.60
.14
.13
.01
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Table 12.
ANOVA Model Reduction for Delayed Posttest
Delayed Posttest
p

Source
Step 1 – Full Model (R2 = 0.55)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Student Race
Step 2 – Reduced Model 1 (R2 = 0.54)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Age
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 3 – Reduced Model 2 (R2 = 0.54)
School ID
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 4 – Reduced Model 3 (R2 = 0.48)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Services
Student Lunch
Step 5 – Reduced Model 4 (R2 = 0.42)
Teacher within School
SF Group
Student Lunch
Step 6 – Reduced Model 5 (R2 = 0.26)
SF Group
Student Lunch
Step 7 – Reduced Model 6 (R2 = 0.11)
SF Group

.30
.20
.15
.72
.42
.18
.83
.33
.17
.13
.80
.41
.17
.63
.15
.11
.37
.16
.20
.04
.52
.19
.25
.03
.17
.06
.23
.04
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Table 13
Frequency of Teacher Social Validity Survey Responses by Treatment Group
Item

The intervention was easy
to implement on
a weekly basis for my
students.

Strongly Agree
SF
SF+
1
1

Agree
SF
SF+
3
4

Disagree
SF SF+
0
0

Strongly Disagree
SF
SF+
0
0

My students enjoyed
listening to stories read
aloud through
headphones.

4

1

0

4

0

0

0

0

The intervention provided
my students an opportunity
to learn new words.

3

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

I would consider using this
intervention with future
students in my class.

3

0

0

4

1

1

0

0

*The script for daily
instruction was clear and
easy to use.

-

2

-

3

-

0

-

0

*The script for daily
instruction helped me
teach vocabulary words.

-

1

-

4

-

0

-

0

*The script for daily
instruction helped my
students better learn the
words.

-

1

-

4

-

0

-

0

*The additional activities
were more beneficial than
listening to stories alone.

-

1

-

2

-

1

-

0

Note. SF = Story Friends; SF+ = Story Friends PLUS. All items with an asterisk (*) were
completed only by teachers in the Story Friends PLUS condition. The last item was only
completed by four of the five PLUS teachers.
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Table 14
Frequency of Student Social Validity Survey Responses by Treatment Group
Definitely

Maybe

No Way

Item

SF

SF+

SF

SF+

SF

SF+

I enjoyed listening to the
storybooks that Wanda Wolf
read aloud to me.

10

14

2

4

2

1

I paid attention to the
storybooks when they were
playing through my
headphones.

9

16

5

1

0

2

I thought that listening to the
storybooks and answering
Wanda Wolf’s questions
helped me to learn new words.

12

15

1

3

1

1

3

4

0

3

I think my other classmates
11
12
would learn new words by
listening to these stories.
Note. SF = Story Friends; SF+ = Story Friends PLUS.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the current study was to investigate the effectiveness of a
technology-based, small-group vocabulary intervention with and without extended
instruction for at-risk kindergarten children. Although the relatively small sample
consisted of children from two schools, these schools were in the same school district and
were similar in terms of SES and diversity. Student-level characteristics (e.g., race, lunch
status, special education services, and age) were examined and, as expected because
schools were similar in student population and within the same district, did not
significantly influence children’s academic performance in this study. Children who were
rated as never or rarely able to perform skills related to oral language skills, listening
comprehension skills, and behavioral characteristics on the Decision-Making
Questionnaire by their classroom teachers at the beginning of kindergarten were enrolled
in the study.
Generalized Vocabulary Knowledge
With regard to the first research question, the intervention produced a small, nonsignificant effect on general vocabulary knowledge. Performance of children in both
treatment groups improved from pretest to posttest on the PPVT-IV. Children in the Story
Friends PLUS extended instruction group demonstrated larger gains on the PPVT-IV
from pretest to posttest than children in the Story Friends group, although the two groups
did not differ significantly at posttest indicating that the intervention did not produce
detectable growth on a proximal, generalized vocabulary measure. However, a small
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effect size was found on the PPVT-IV (d = .34), which could mean the sample size was
too small to find a significant group difference. The PPVT-IV measured generalized
vocabulary outcomes and words targeted in the Story Friends intervention were not likely
included in the PPVT-IV. Additionally, given the length of the study (i.e., 15 weeks),
large gains on this standardized measure were not necessarily expected from kindergarten
children. Previous research demonstrated large effects on researcher-created measures of
specifically taught vocabulary, but more moderate effects on standardized measures
(Marulis & Neuman, 2010). What is encouraging from the current study, however, is that
the relatively short intervention resulted in improvements on the standardized measure
for both groups. Although comparisons between groups did not indicate significance,
children who received extended teacher instruction in addition to Story Friends made
gains in their general vocabulary knowledge than students who did not have extended
teacher instruction. Goldstein et al. (2016) noted the importance of targeted vocabulary
words in intervention studies which potentially relate to vocabulary words assessed on
standardized measures. For example, although targeted words from the Story Friends
intervention were not likely to appear on standardized measures, the results for the
standardized measures in the present study are encouraging in regard to this effort to
improve children’s general vocabulary knowledge. Although results were not significant
between treatment groups on the PPVT-IV at posttest, a small effect size (d = .34) was
evident for children in the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction group
indicating that the extended instruction has potential to produce vocabulary gains in
young, struggling learners.
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Concept Words
The second research question examined performance on Concept Words Pretest
and Concept Words Posttest. The intervention produced a moderate non-significant effect
on student concept word learning. Children in both treatment groups demonstrated higher
Concept Words posttest mean scores as compared to pretest mean scores. Children in the
Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction outperformed children in the Story
Friends group at posttest on the Concept Words measure, but the posttest differences
between groups were not significant. While the intervention did not result in significant
effects for concept word learning, a moderate effect size was found (d = .62) for the
posttest scores. These findings are promising, and it could be that a larger sample size is
needed to detect growth on this measure. It is also possible that significant growth was
not detected on this measure because students had relatively high levels of preexisting
concept word knowledge. At pretest, the lowest Concept Words score in the Story
Friends group was 12 out of a possible 15 points (mean of 14). In contrast, the lowest
pretest score in the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction group was eight
(mean of 13.5). At posttest, the lowest Concept Words score in the Story Friends group
was 14 out of a possible 15 points (mean of 14.78). In contrast, the lowest posttest score
in the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction group was 12 (mean of 14.75).
Although the independent samples t-tests indicated mean pretest scores were not
significantly different between the Story Friends group and Story Friends PLUS
extended teacher instruction group, it is possible that the assessment produced a ceiling
effect. Because there were only 15 points possible on the measure, group differences
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might be detected with a different assessment or with more points available on the
measure. This was an interesting finding, although based on previous research (Kelley et
al., 2015), it is not surprising that kindergarten children did not find the Concept Words
assessment to be challenging. The words presented in the Concept Words assessment are
mostly positional words and opposites, which are likely to have been practiced and
learned by children ages four or five. It is possible that students in both treatment groups
would have practiced or have learned these positional and opposite word pairs in daily
preschool and kindergarten instruction. Assessments including basic concept words may
be used as an indicator of students who are well qualified for the Story Friends
intervention. In the present study, although significant results were not evident between
treatment groups on the Concept Words Posttest, a medium effect size was evident for
children in the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction group.
Targeted Words
Regarding research question three about performance on words within the Story
Friends program, the intervention did produce small to medium significant effects (d =
.38-.65) on student learning of specific vocabulary words. Children in the Story Friends
PLUS extended teacher instruction condition demonstrated progressively larger gains on
the three UVTs than children in the Story Friends condition. Group differences were
significant for UVT 3 (p = .01) and approaching significance for UVT 2 (p = .06),
indicating that the extended instruction intervention produced significant learning gains
on targeted vocabulary words taught within the intervention. There is evidence that the
extended instruction elements of using novel words in new contexts, repeatedly saying
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new words and word meanings, and providing teacher feedback are effective methods of
increasing vocabulary knowledge in kindergarteners at risk for language or learning
disabilities. Each UVT assessed the six novel words learned in each unit, which consisted
of three storybooks and one review book. Therefore, with each new word being worth up
to two points, children could earn up to 12 points on each UVT. On UVTs, mean scores of
students in the Story Friends PLUS extended instruction group were one to nearly two
points higher than children who received only Story Friends. These findings substantiate
previous findings (Goldstein et al., 2016; Spencer et al., 2012) as they depict the
increasingly positive performances of children who were receiving extended instruction
versus children who were only receiving Story Friends throughout data collection. From
the first to the third UVT, children in the Story Friends PLUS extended instruction group
continued to score higher, likely as a result of extended instruction. This indicates that, in
the current study, children acquired vocabulary word knowledge best when targeted
words were taught not only through automated, embedded storybook instruction (i.e.,
Story Friends), but also when instructional supports were provided during scripted,
extended teacher instruction. The results of the current study align with Coyne’s (2016)
recent recommendations that young children learn vocabulary most effectively when they
are able to explore words in multiple contexts and receive information about the words
and how they are used, as well as that for students at risk, extended teacher instruction is
needed to support word learning on a deeper level.
For UVT 1, although significant results were not evident between treatment
groups, a small effect size (d = .38) was evident for children in the Story Friends PLUS
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extended teacher instruction group. The first UVT consisted of the following six words:
enormous, different, brave, grin, gorgeous, and soaked. The majority of these words were
well learned by children after listening to each storybook. On UVT 2, results approached
significance and a small effect size (d = .47) was evident for children in the Story Friends
PLUS extended teacher instruction group. The second UVT consisted of the following six
words: reckless, ruin, imagine, soar, ill, and comfort. In the first book in the second
series, reckless and ruin were problematic for many children. Perhaps it was the first
letter of each word that caused confusion or children could have experienced difficulty
understanding the difference between the two words, or that these words were not part of
their everyday language. “Marquez Monkeys Around” presented a monkey who acted
recklessly and ruined his friends’ fun. Understanding of these two words’ meanings were
not clearly separated, as evidenced in the children’s responses on UVT 2, although
overall, their performance increased from the first UVT. The word soar in this unit also
presented some difficulty, as children were frequently familiar with sore and would
gesture towards being hurt when asked to define soar upon hearing it aloud. It is
suggested that future targeted words not be homophones, where they are heard the same
receptively but have different meanings. On the third UVT, significant results correlated
with a medium effect size (d = .65). The third UVT consisted of the following six words:
leap, pause, speedy, wise, ridiculous, and tumble. These word meanings were more
straightforward and better understood by the children. Increasingly larger effect sizes on
each UVT may be indicative of students’ familiarity with the instructional format of the
assessment. Each storybook builds on a previous story, whereas children may also have
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become comfortable with characters’ actions and stories. For example, Ellie likes to
imagine and wants to soar. Marquez is introduced as reckless and ruins things and
continues to be the “silly” or “naughty” Jungle Friend. Children likely made connections
with the storybook characters as they progressed through the three series; therefore,
increasing their interest and improving their performance on UVTs.
Maintenance Effects
The fourth research question examined maintenance of word learning once
intervention ceased for both treatment groups after approximately five weeks. The format
of the Delayed Posttest followed the instructional format of the three UVTs; therefore,
the Delayed Posttest consisted of all 18 words taught in the intervention. Children in the
Story Friends PLUS extended instruction group demonstrated significant vocabulary
word retention on the Delayed Posttest as compared to children in the Story Friends
group. One storybook, Marquez Monkeys Around, gave many students difficulty with its
two novel words: reckless and ruin. Examining Delayed Posttest results revealed that
59% of responses from children in the Story Friends group were accurate for the two
words, reckless and ruin, while 63% of responses were accurate for children who
received Story Friends PLUS extended instruction. These findings suggest that even with
supplemental instruction, some of the targeted words were challenging for all children to
learn and remember. It is likely that the deeper learning of targeted words through
activities in PLUS extended groups promoted overall, longer-term retention of word
meanings. For students in the Story Friends group, words were only taught during the
listening to embedded instruction within each storybook. Students in the Story Friends
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PLUS extended instruction were engaged in 15 additional minutes each week with their
educators to learn more about word meanings, provided opportunities to practice using
the new words in other contexts, and examined visuals within the storybooks to support
word meaning. On the Delayed Posttest, significant results also correlated with a small to
medium effect size (d = .49) for students in the Story Friends PLUS extended instruction
condition. The findings from the present study converge with Coyne et al. (2007),
emphasizing that automated delivery of instruction is feasible and beneficial for young
students; however, direct instruction through teacher-student interaction is particularly
effective for students who demonstrate the need for this level of instruction. Listening to
embedded instruction alone may not provide the level of intensity that many students at
risk for disabilities require to significantly impact educational outcomes (Coyne, 2007)
and long-term retention of word meanings.
Additional Factors
Results of the series of ANOVA models indicated that school site, classroom
teacher, and student-level characteristics did not have a significant impact on the study
results, which could indicate several things. First, the study sample demographics were
relatively homogenous, so perhaps additional demographic factors or student-level
characteristics did not vary enough across participants for them to influence results.
Future studies could examine other factors that might be important to measure, such as
the interventions students who qualified for special education services. Multiple student
participants received speech therapy, but it may be necessary to examine more specific
oral language measures. These services might have influenced student performance.
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Potential future research could further investigate the school, teacher, and student factors
that may have shown evidence of influencing student outcomes in the present study.
Treatment Fidelity
The current study examined the ability of teachers and paraeducators to
implement the intervention and extended instruction with fidelity. It is critical to assess
fidelity of implementation for Tier 2 interventions, whereby such small-group
interventions are often implemented by teachers (Goldstein et al., 2016). Treatment
fidelity was assessed through observation and completion of fidelity checklists. Sixtynine percent of all intervention sessions were observed by the researcher and/or members
of the research team. Results indicated that intervention sessions with and without
extended instruction were implemented with a high degree of fidelity (90-100 %). The
high treatment fidelity results are likely attributable to the features of the Story Friends
intervention itself, as well as some of the methods specific to the design of this study. The
Story Friends stories were read aloud to children via headphones and contained
embedded instruction delivered by the narrator. In both treatment groups, each Story
Friends story followed the same format of welcoming students each day, reading the title
of the story, reminding students of the signal to turn the page, and stating what students
should do when the story ends. All of the teachers and paraeducators, regardless of
treatment group, were also provided with a Story Friends Teacher’s Guide which scripted
each of the nine storybook read-alouds, making it possible for adults to follow along with
the stories and/or know exactly what type of embedded instruction is being delivered
while students are responding.
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Scripted Instruction
Teachers in the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction group were
provided a daily script for conducting their supplemental instruction. Scripts followed the
same format each of the three days per week. For example, each Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday’s PLUS instruction followed the same format but inserted new vocabulary
words each week. Instructional scripts likely led to the high degree of fidelity of
implementation, particularly related to preparation and organization. The incorporation of
researcher- created instructional scripts was an important element of the current study, as
previous studies have suggested that instruction which is explicit, targeted directly to the
words or skills being taught, and consists of multiple interactions between teachers and
students is most effective (Beck & McKeown, 2007; Coyne et al., 2009). Further,
utilizing the scripts relieved teachers and paraeducators from making decisions about
how to elaborate on word meanings and provided them with already created examples.
Previous research (i.e., Spencer et al., 2012) suggests that selection of words and
instructional examples may be challenging for teachers; therefore, having ready-made
scripts for educators to follow each week eased the supplemental instruction process and
likely improved fidelity. Teachers were also notified by email in advance of intervention
observations by the researcher or research team, which may have also increased treatment
integrity. This study examined an important component of Tier 2 supports; intervention
implementation by teachers and paraeducators, rather than researchers, can be conducted
with high fidelity. The most promising finding was that overall significant results were
found with teachers and paraeducators implementing the intervention. Kelley et al.
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(2015) noted the difficulty of teachers to implement intervention with the same precision
as researchers; however, findings from the current study demonstrate the possibility of
success.
Feasibility of the Intervention
Social Validity
Teachers. Results for the teacher social validity measure were encouraging,
perhaps due to the same fidelity factors that may have impacted teachers’ perceptions
about the Story Friends intervention. Overall, teachers and paraeducators agreed that the
intervention was easy to implement and worthwhile for their students to learn new words.
Teachers may have felt favorable to the intervention due to the fact that most of the Story
Friends intervention for the traditional group was delivered through audio prompting and
teacher involvement was minimal. Teachers and paraeducators in the Story Friends
PLUS extended teacher instruction group requested scripts for each new storybook (i.e.,
each week). Originally, researcher-created scripts were only to be provided for the first
two weeks of the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction group, but teachers
communicated that they, along with their paraeducators, were interested in having scripts
for all storybooks as a guide to follow with subsequent sessions. Preparation of these
scripts likely impacted the high ratings of implementation ease as teachers and
paraeducators were not required themselves to insert new words and word meanings each
week into the script (i.e., for each new storybook). Teachers and paraeducators in the
Story Friends PLUS extended teacher instruction condition reported general ease of use
with the instructional script, with the exception of locating visuals (e.g., photographs) in
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storybooks to use for examples of words on Tuesdays. Some educators, in advance of
extended lessons, made notations of page numbers within storybooks on their scripts and
some educators used sticky notes to indicate which pages to refer back to in the
storybooks when providing extended instruction to students. These methods
demonstrated educators’ interest in delivering extended instruction with high levels of
fidelity.
Students. Results for the student social validity measure were also quite
encouraging. Three out of every four students in the present study responded to the
highest extent possible on the rating scale that they definitely enjoyed listening to the
stories, definitely paid attention to the embedded instruction delivered by the narrator, and
definitely learned new vocabulary words. This was true for students in both treatment
groups. Of those who completed the social validity measure, two of 14 children in the
Story Friends group reported no way they enjoyed listening to the storybooks read aloud.
Meanwhile, all but two of 20 children in the Story Friends PLUS extended teacher
instruction condition reported definitely or maybe enjoying listening to the storybooks.
Overall beliefs that this intervention definitely improved children’s vocabulary word
learning was evident in the frequency of children who agreed with this statement. This
was a meaningful finding from the social validity survey, as it is important that children
see the value of instructional interventions such as Story Friends. Their honesty about
whether they enjoyed listening to storybooks was valuable, as well as whether they
actually felt that they paid attention to the embedded instruction delivered by Wanda the
Word Wolf (the narrator). Based on the results of the student social validity measure,
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kindergarten teachers should feel confident to have their students listen to stories through
the Story Friends intervention. Additionally, students not only enjoyed hearing stories
read aloud but also greatly enjoyed working with their friends and teachers in small
groups. Perhaps once appropriate children are selected for Tier 2 interventions,
kindergarten teachers should consider supplementing vocabulary instruction in this
fashion, which not only benefits children academically but may provide social benefits as
well.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
One potential limitation to this study was selection bias. Random selection and
assignment to treatment conditions at the individual level was not feasible. Rather,
schools were chosen in close proximity to the University and all teachers were
encouraged by school principals to participate in late summer. Teachers began identifying
students using the Decision-Making Questionnaire immediately when students arrived to
their classrooms during the first week of kindergarten, which presented challenges.
Teachers reported potentially not knowing their students well enough to be able to select
well-qualified students for the study. Intervention began the following week for students
in both treatment groups. At each school, teachers (i.e., classrooms) were assigned to
treatment conditions. To minimize selection bias, pretest and posttest gains were
compared between groups, rather than only comparing posttest scores from one treatment
group to the posttest scores of the other group.
Another possible limitation is whether the teachers in the Story Friends only
treatment condition implemented meaningful instruction during the five extra minutes
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that the Story Friends PLUS extended instruction group received scripted instruction. It is
possible that significant differences on the UVTs is due to the fact that students in the
Story Friends PLUS extended instruction group had the additional instructional time and
that students in the Story Friends only treatment condition were not engaged in
instructionally meaningful activities for the additional five minutes. Additionally, another
possibility is that five minutes of extended instruction may not have been long enough to
impact significant differences on some of the measures in the present study.
An additional limitation in the current study is potential treatment diffusion.
Within each of the two schools, classrooms received Story Friends and Story Friends
PLUS extended teacher instruction conditions. It is possible that teachers in the treatment
only group could have discussed word meanings with students unintentionally, although
teachers were asked not to share instructional practices with one another. Future studies
may consider assigning entire schools to Story Friends and Story Friends PLUS extended
teacher instruction conditions rather than classrooms within schools, and matching
schools on demographic factors to control for possible differences.
A potential limitation in the current study was not assessing children on all 18
targeted vocabulary words at the beginning of study. Another option, which was not
explored in the current study, may be to pretest children on two targeted words each week
before listening to a new storybook (Kelley & Goldstein, 2015; Kelley et al., 2015;
Spencer et al., 2012). It may also be possible in future studies to pretest children on six
words at the beginning of each of three units of instruction in each series of Story
Friends. Had the researcher pretested students on targeted word knowledge prior to
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listening to storybooks, it would have been possible to compare pretest scores to delayed
posttest scores to discern the level of growth from untaught to taught words. However,
due to the age of students and length of assessment, the researcher made the decision not
to pretest children on all 18 targeted words at the beginning of study. Therefore, it is
unclear whether students might have already known some of the 18 word meanings prior
to the intervention. A suggestion for future studies is to examine student performance
results from the three UVTs for teachers to add to extended instructional activities.
Teachers could base review instruction on student performance data. As a result, students
would be provided more opportunities to review the words and word meanings missed on
UVTs and build on previously taught words, improving their future reading
comprehension (Zucker et al., 2013). Due to UVTs being created by Story Friends
developers, there is not technical adequacy data provided.
Finally, it is important to consider not only the relatively small sample size, but
also the population of students in the present study. Interventions should be designed that
address effectively needs of students from diverse backgrounds and ability levels.
Participants in Spencer et al. (2013) were Black, did not have Individualized Education
Plans (IEPs), and were not ELLs. In the present study, the majority of children were
White and qualified for free/reduced lunch status. While some students were receiving
services as ELLs and multiple students had been diagnosed with developmental delays,
thus, were receiving special education services and had IEPs, it is important that future
research investigates interventions that are effective with a wide range of students.
Children’s family income level (Biemiller & Slonim, 2001), disability status (Rupley &
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Nichols, 2006), and home language (Kim & Linan-Thompson, 2013) are all major factors
which impact their language and vocabulary experiences and therefore, their future
reading success (Dickinson & Porche, 2011). These findings strengthen what can be
concluded about the feasibility and efficacy of an automated intervention for kindergarten
students. One final limitation was that not all students completed posttesting. Two
students, both of whom were in the Story Friends condition, were unable to complete the
Concept Words and PPVT-IV posttests, as well as UVT 3 and social validity measures,
due to illness and subsequent absence from school at the end of data collection.
Conclusion
Children’s vocabulary knowledge is the product of rich, early experiences with
oral language at home and in school. Research suggests that vocabulary is not frequently
examined in early elementary classrooms, perhaps due to a lack of instruction (Wright,
2012); however, vocabulary knowledge is a strong predictor of reading comprehension
(NELP, 2008; Dickinson & Porche, 2011). Therefore it is critical to address
implementation of vocabulary interventions in the early grades. Vocabulary instruction
that is conducted with small groups of students, that occurs frequently in daily classroom
routines, and that allows for teacher-student interactions is most effective (Coyne, 2016).
A notable feature of this study was that teachers and paraeducators in the Story Friends
PLUS extended teacher instruction group administered the scripted intervention in the
normal course of kindergarten classroom activities (i.e., center rotations). As fidelity data
indicate, these educators were successful in managing small groups of children three
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times per week to effectively facilitate embedded audio-prompted instruction and deliver
in-person scripted instruction.
While the current study examined the first series of Story Friends, Jungle Friends
(i.e., 13 weeks), outcome data were favorable for one full semester. This study cannot be
considered a true evaluation of the Story Friends program due to the 13-week
implementation rather than the entire 26 weeks of intervention. The present study lasted
15 weeks from pretesting to posttesting, which may have impacted the lack of large
gains on standardized measures (i.e., generalized vocabulary knowledge) for kindergarten
children. Findings from the present group design study are promising and appear to
support the effectiveness of an automated Tier 2 intervention, Story Friends. However,
for more positive impact to be made on students’ learning, a critical piece missing in
most kindergarten classrooms is direct teaching of vocabulary words. While this study
did not examine the ability for paraeducators to implement the intervention successfully,
paraeducators were able to implement with fidelity. Findings from this study indicate that
adding extended teacher instruction for depth of word knowledge may improve the
vocabulary performance of young, diverse learners beyond gains from the automated
Story Friends intervention.
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Appendix A
Decision-Making Framework Teacher Questionnaire
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Appendix B
Teacher Questionnaire (TQ): Vocabulary Instruction
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Your responses will
help me determine what type of instruction students are receiving during my intervention
study. I will not share any information you provide with your administrators unless you
give me permission to do so. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Jill Shelnut, M.Ed.
Department of Special Education
Clemson University
jshelnu@clemson.edu
850-375-9900
Teacher’s Name:
Teacher’s School:
Teacher’s Age:
Number of Years Teaching Kindergarten:
1. How would you describe the type of vocabulary instruction you provide to
students in your classrooms? (Examples: explicit instruction, word of the
day/week, embedded in read-alouds, etc.)
2. Do you use a commercial program or published language arts curriculum? If so,
which one? Does it include specific vocabulary instruction?
3. How long is your English/Language Arts block?
4. List the approximate percent of time you spend in each type of class grouping
during vocabulary instruction during your English/Language Arts block:
Whole group

_____________

Small group

_____________

Partners

_____________
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Individual time with teacher _____________

5. How do you approach teaching vocabulary? (Examples: child-friendly
definitions, using visuals, etc.)
6. What else should I know about vocabulary instruction in your classroom?

Appendix C
Weekly Plan for Intervention
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Week
1

Unit
Unit 1

2

Pretest: Researcher

2
Week
3

Pretest: Researcher
Story Title
Meet the Jungle Friends
Meet the Jungle Friends
Meet the Jungle Friends
Ellie’s First Day
Ellie’s First Day
Ellie’s First Day
Leo’s Brave Face
Leo’s Brave Face
Leo’s Brave Face
Jungle Friends Go to the Beach
Jungle Friends Go to the Beach
Jungle Friends Go to the Beach
Jungle Friends Bake a Cake

4

5

6

Review
book

Date
Teacher Training: Researcher
Screener: Teachers admin

7

Jungle Friends Bake a Cake
Jungle Friends Bake a Cake
Unit 2

8

9

10

Review
book

11

12

13

Unit 1 Vocabulary
Test

Marquez Monkeys Around
Marquez Monkeys Around
Marquez Monkeys Around
If Elephants Could Fly
If Elephants Could Fly
If Elephants Could Fly
Leo Loses His Roar
Leo Loses His Roar
Leo Loses His Roar
Jungle Friends Go to the Park
Jungle Friends Go to the Park
Jungle Friends Go to the Park

Unit 3

Date

Decision-Making
Framework
Teacher
Questionnaire
Concept Words
Pretest
PPVT-IV
Assessment

Ellie Gets Stuck
Ellie Gets Stuck
Ellie Gets Stuck
A New Jungle Friend
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Unit 2 Vocabulary
Test

14

Review
book

15

16
17
2-4 weeks
later

A New Jungle Friend
A New Jungle Friend
Marquez’s Backwards Day
Marquez’s Backwards Day
Marquez’s Backwards Day
Jungle Friends Swing Through
the Vines
Jungle Friends Swing Through
the Vines
Jungle Friends Swing Through
the Vines
Posttest

Researcher

Posttest
Delayed Posttest

Researcher
Researcher
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Unit 3 Vocabulary
Test
Concept Words
Posttest
PPVT- IV

Student Demographic Form
Teachers:
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Your responses will help
me organize demographic data on the students from your classroom who are receiving
the Story Friends intervention. I will not share any information you provide with anyone
and all student information will be coded. Please let me know if you have any questions
or concerns.
Jill Shelnut, M.Ed.
Department of Special Education
Clemson University
jshelnu@clemson.edu
850-375-9900
Student 1’s Name:
Student 1’s School:
Student 1’s Teacher:
Teacher’s Group (Story Friends or Story Friends PLUS):
Student 1’s Date of Birth (month and year only):
Student 1’s Race:
Student 1’s Gender:
Student 1’s Ethnicity:
Student 1’s Lunch Status:
Services to support Student 1’s reading:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student 2’s Name:
Student 2’s School:
Student 2’s Teacher:
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Teacher’s Group (Story Friends or Story Friends PLUS):
Student 2’s Date of Birth (month and year only):
Student 2’s Race:
Student 2’s Gender:
Student 2’s Ethnicity:
Student 2’s Lunch Status:
Services to support Student 2’s reading:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student 3’s Name:
Student 3’s School:
Student 3’s Teacher:
Teacher’s Group (Story Friends or Story Friends PLUS):
Student 3’s Date of Birth (month and year only):
Student 3’s Race:
Student 3’s Gender:
Student 3’s Ethnicity:
Student 3’s Lunch Status:
Services to support Student 3’s reading:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student 4’s Name:
Student 4’s School:
Student 4’s Teacher:
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Teacher’s Group (Story Friends or Story Friends PLUS):
Student 4’s Date of Birth (month and year only):
Student 4’s Race:
Student 4’s Gender:
Student 4’s Ethnicity:
Student 4’s Lunch Status:
Services to support Student 4’s reading:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student 5’s Name:
Student 5’s School:
Student 5’s Teacher:
Teacher’s Group (Story Friends or Story Friends PLUS):
Student 5’s Date of Birth (month and year only):
Student 5’s Race:
Student 5’s Gender:
Student 5’s Ethnicity:
Student 5’s Lunch Status:
Services to support Student 5’s reading:
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Links for Training Modules
All Story Friends Training Modules:
http://www.brookespublishing.com/storyfriends-videos/
Module 1: Overview
http://www.brookespublishing.com/storyfriends-videos/story-friends-module-1/
Module 2: Implementation
http://www.brookespublishing.com/storyfriends-videos/story-friends-module-2/
Module 3: Assessment
http://www.brookespublishing.com/storyfriends-videos/story-friends-module-3/
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Teacher Script for PLUS Extended Instruction
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)
After the students to listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator will use the following protocol for each of those days:
(a) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new words,
each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will be
provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [brave]. Say the
new word with me, [brave]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [brave].
Listen, [brave] means ‘not afraid.’ What does [brave] mean? Not afraid.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo the Lion was [brave]
when he went to the dentist. Now read the sentence with the simple
definition in place of the target word. Leo the Lion was [not afraid] when
he went to the dentist.
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Other people and animals are [brave], too. Our community helpers, such
as police officers and firefighters, are [brave] because they protect us
from bad things happening. They are [not afraid] to help us.
(4) Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story.
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(b) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
(1) Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows someone or
something being [brave], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture
doesn’t show someone or something that looks [brave], put your thumbs
down like this. This picture shows Leo standing up against a larger lion.
He is being [brave]. He is [not afraid]. Does this picture show someone
being brave? How do you know? (elicit extended, individual student
responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the target word)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the two targeted
words.
(c) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
a. State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Brave] means [not afraid].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone you know who has
been [brave]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me what you
or someone else did that was [brave] and how you know that you or they
were [not afraid]. I will help you write down words to go along with your
drawing.
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b. Allow the small group to have the opportunity to act out the meaning of
the new word(s). Today you will have the chance to act out what it means
to be [brave]. In this small group, you will create a scene from play with
your friends where one or more of you show me that you are being
[brave]. Remember that you need to pretend that you are [not afraid].
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Appendix G
Listening Center Quick Reference Guide
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Appendix H
Fidelity Checklist for PLUS Extended Instruction Condition
Adherence to procedures of the Tier 2 intervention group PLUS extended instruction
(e.g., providing specific activities and using prescribed materials) will be measured by the
researcher through the use of observations and recordings on this fidelity checklist.
1=Observed
0=Not observed
Item

Score

1. The teacher is following the script for delivery of PLUS instruction.
Comments:
2. The students are visibly engaged in the scripted lesson.
Comments:
3. The teacher is using materials appropriate for the observed lesson.
Comments:
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Appendix I
Pacing Chart
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Appendix J
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Appendix L
Attendance Logs
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Appendix M
Social Validity Measure for Teachers
Demographic Information/Education:
What is the highest degree you have earned?
_____Bachelors

_____Masters

_____Doctorate

What are your teaching certification areas?
_____Elementary
_____Middle Grades
_____Secondary (content area?)
_____Special Education
_____Other (define)
Story Friends Intervention TEACHER Social Validity Measure
Please rate your responses to the following items using a scale of 0-3. Your individual
responses will not be disseminated, rather all information will be examined and presented
in aggregate form. Additionally, please share your responses to the open-ended questions
below to help us understand the efficacy of the program/project.
0=Strongly Disagree
1=Disagree
2=Agree
3=Strongly Agree
Item

Score

*For ALL teachers in the study (both groups):
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1.
2.
3.
4.

The intervention was easy to implement on a weekly basis for my students.
My students enjoyed listening to stories read aloud through headphones.
The intervention provided my students an opportunity to learn new words.
I would consider using this intervention with future students in my class.

*ONLY for teachers in the PLUS extended instruction condition:
5.
6.
7.
8.

The script for daily instruction was clear and easy to use.
The script for daily instruction helped me teach vocabulary words.
The script for daily instruction helped my students better learn the words.
The additional activities were more beneficial than listening to stories alone.

Open-Ended Responses:
Please use the following space and any additional space to let us know (a) what you liked
best about the project; (b) what supports were beneficial for the project, and (c) any
challenges you faced. Please state any suggestions or changes you have for future trials.
Thank you!
Liked best about the program:

Beneficial Supports:

Challenges during project:

Suggestions for future trials:
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Appendix M: Student Social Validity Measure for Students
Student Number:

Teacher’s Name:

Definitely (2)

Maybe (1) No way (0)

I enjoyed listening to the storybooks that Wanda Wolf read aloud to me.

I paid attention to the storybooks when they were playing through my headphones.

I thought that listening to the storybooks and answering Wanda Wolf’s questions helped
me to learn new words.

Choose one answer. My favorite part of the storybook activities was:

Listening to Wanda Wolf read them.

Answering Wanda Wolf’s questions.

When my teacher told me more about the story words.
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Appendix N
Coding Sheet
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Appendix O
List of Excluded Articles
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Appendix P
Quality Indicator Coding for Group Design Studies
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Quality Indicator Coding for Single-case Design Studies
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Appendix Q
Delayed Posttest Measure
“Hi! You read some stories in your class about the Jungle Friends. I’m going to ask you some
questions about some words in the stories to see what you can remember. Are you ready?”
Ellie’s First Day
1a. Tell me, what does enormous mean?
____________________________________________
If the child does not say “really big,” then say, Enormous means . . .
If the child does not say “really big,” then ask:
1b. Does enormous mean “really big” or “really cold”?
2a. Tell me, what does different mean?
____________________________________________
If the child does not say “not the same,” then say, Different means . . .
If the child does not say “not the same,” then ask:
2b. Does different mean “not at home” or “not the same?”
Leo’s Brave Face
3a. Tell me, what does brave mean?
________________________________________________
If the child does not say “not scared,” then say, Brave means . . .
If the child does not say “not scared,” then ask:
3b. Does brave mean “not scared” or “not hungry”?
4a. Tell me, what does grin mean?
_________________________________________________
If the child does not say “to smile,” then say, Grin means . . .
If the child does not say “to smile,” then ask:
4b. Does grin mean “to cough” or “to smile”?
Jungle Friends Go to the Beach
5a. Tell me, what does gorgeous mean?
____________________________________________
If the child does not say “pretty,” then say, Gorgeous means . . .
If the child does not say “pretty,” then ask:
5b. Does gorgeous mean “asleep” or “pretty”?
6a. Tell me, what does soaked mean?
______________________________________________
If the child does not say “really wet,” then say, Soaked means . . .
If the child does not say “really wet,” then ask:
6b. Does soaked mean “really wet” or “really quiet”?
Marquez Monkeys Around
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1a. Tell me, what does reckless mean?
_____________________________________________
If the child does not say “not safe,” then say, Reckless means . . .
If the child does not say “not safe,” then ask:
1b. Does reckless mean “not tired” or “not safe?”
2a. Tell me, what does ruin mean?
_________________________________________________
If the child does not say “to mess up,” then say, Ruin means . . .
If the child does not say “to mess up,” then ask:
2b. Does ruin mean “to mess up” or “to move over”?
If Elephants Could Fly
3a. Tell me, what does imagine mean?
_____________________________________________
If the child does not say “to pretend,” then say, Imagine means . . .
If the child does not say “to pretend,” then ask:
3b. Does imagine mean “to open” or “to pretend”?
4a. Tell me, what does soar mean?
_________________________________________________
If the child does not say “to fly,” then say, Soar means . . .
If the child does not say “to fly,” then ask:
4b. Does soar mean “to fly” or “to choose”?
Leo Loses His Roar
5a. Tell me, what does ill mean?
___________________________________________________
If the child does not say “sick,” then say, Ill means . . .
If the child does not say “sick,” then ask:
5b. Does ill mean “shiny” or “sick”?
6a. Tell me, what does comfort mean?
_____________________________________________
If the child does not say “to make you feel better,” then say, Comfort means . . .
If the child does not say “to make you feel better,” then ask:
6b. Does comfort mean “to make you feel better” or “to put your toys away”?
Ellie Gets Stuck
1a. Tell me, what does leap mean?
_________________________________________________
If the child does not say “to jump,” then say, Leap means . . .
If the child does not say “to jump,” then ask:
1b. Does leap mean “to crawl” or “to jump”?
2a. Tell me, what does pause mean?
_______________________________________________
If the child does not say “to stop,” then say, Pause means . . .
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If the child does not say “to stop,” then ask:
2b. Does pause mean “to stop” or “to climb”?
A New Jungle Friend
3a. Tell me, what does speedy mean?
______________________________________________
If the child does not say “fast,” then say, Speedy means . . .
If the child does not say “fast,” then ask:
3b. Does speedy mean “round” or “fast”?
4a. Tell me, what does wise mean?
_________________________________________________
If the child does not say “smart,” then say, Wise means . . .
If the child does not say “smart,” then ask:
4b. Does wise mean “smart” or “clean”?
Marquez’s Backwards Day
5a. Tell me, what does ridiculous mean?
___________________________________________
If the child does not say “silly,” then say, Ridiculous means . . .
If the child does not say “silly,” then ask:
5b. Does ridiculous mean “silly” or “tall”?
6a. Tell me, what does tumble mean?
______________________________________________
If the child does not say “to fall,” then say, Tumble means . . .
If the child does not say “to fall,” then ask:
6b. Does tumble mean “to sing” or “to fall”?
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Appendix S
Teacher/Paraeducator Scripts for PLUS Extended Instruction –
Unit 1 Week 2: Ellie’s First Day
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(1) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new
words, each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example
sentences will be provided during this session to use the new words and
simple definitions in context.
a. State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is
[enormous]. Say the new word with me, [enormous]. Now
tell me, what is our new word? [enormous]. Listen,
[enormous] means ‘really big.’ What does [enormous]
mean? Really big.”
b. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Ellie the
Elephant was [enormous] so she had to squeeze in tight on
the bus. Now read the sentence with the simple definition
in place of the target word. Ellie the Elephant was [really
big] when she went on the bus to the first day of school.
The bus tipped to the side!
c. Provide students with examples of the target word used in
other contexts. Other things and some animals are
[enormous], too. Buildings, school buses, and mountains
are [enormous] because they are [really big]. What else is
[enormous]?
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, [different].
a. State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [different]. Say the
new word with me, [different]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[different]. Listen, [different] means ‘not the same.’ What does [different]
mean? Not the same.”
b. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Ellie the Elephant’s lunch
was [different] from her friends’ lunches. She packed peanuts and jelly for
lunch. Now read the sentence with the simple definition in place of the
target word. Ellie the Elephant’s lunch was [not the same] as the lunches
her friends packed for school.
c. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
Lots of things about all of us are [different], too. We are all wearing
[different] shoes and [different] clothes that are [not the same]. What else
is [different] about all of us?
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(d) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals using the storybooks to represent
the 2 targeted vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and nonexamples of the targeted words:
(1) Listen, [enormous] means ‘really big.’ What does [enormous] mean?
[Really big]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture
shows someone or something that is [enormous], put your thumbs up like
this. If the picture doesn’t show someone or something that looks [really
big], put your thumbs down like this. This picture shows Ellie on the
school bus and the school bus is tipping to one side! She is [enormous].
She is [really big]. Does this picture show someone who is [enormous]?
How do you know? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that
demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you flip through the
book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they are or
are not enormous.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, [different]. Listen, [different] means ‘not the same.’ What does
[different] mean? [Not the same]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you
think the picture shows someone or something that is [different], put your
thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show someone or something that
looks [not the same], put your thumbs down like this. This picture shows
Ellie’s lunch on the first day of school. She packed a lunch that is
[different] from her friends’ lunches. Her lunch has peanuts and jelly and
it is [not the same] as her friends’ lunches. Does this picture show
something that is [different]? How do you know? (Elicit extended,
individual student responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the
target word as you flip through the book. Students should be able to
choose pictures and state that they are or are not different.)
(e) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the first new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Enormous] means
[really big]. Today you will draw a picture of something or someone you
know who is [enormous]. Remember, you will need to draw someone or
something that is [really big]! While you’re drawing, I want you each to
tell me what you are drawing that is [enormous] and how you know that is
[really big]. I will help you write down words to go along with your
drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Different] means [not
the same]. Today you will draw a picture of something or someone you
know who is [different]. Remember, you will need to draw someone or
something that is [not the same] as someone or something else. While
you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me what you are drawing that is
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[different] and how you know that is [not the same]. I will help you write
down words to go along with your drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [enormous] or [different]. In
this small group, you will show me and your friends what it means to be
[enormous] or [different]. Remember that you need to show us something
that is [really big] or [not the same].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 1:
Leo’s Brave Face
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(f) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new words,
each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will be
provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [brave]. Say the
new word with me, [brave]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [brave].
Listen, [brave] means ‘not afraid.’ What does [brave] mean? Not afraid.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo the Lion was [brave]
when he went to the dentist. Now read the sentence with the simple
definition in place of the target word. Leo the Lion was [not afraid] when
he went to the dentist.
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Other people and animals are [brave], too. Our community helpers, such
as police officers and firefighters, are [brave] because they protect us
from bad things happening. They are [not afraid] to help us.
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, grin.
a. State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [grin]. Say the new
word with me, [grin]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [grin]. Listen,
[grin] means ‘to smile.’ What does [grin] mean? To smile.”
b. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo the Lion started to
[grin] after he went to the dentist. Now read the sentence with the simple
definition in place of the target word. Leo the Lion started [to smile] after
he went to the dentist.
c. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
We all like to [grin], too, when we are happy or proud. Happy boys and
girls at school [grin] because they work hard and do a good job. Boys and
girls like [to smile] to show us all when they feel happy or proud.
(g) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
(1) Listen, [brave] means not afraid. What does [brave] mean? [Not afraid].
Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows someone or
something being [brave], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture
doesn’t show someone or something that looks [brave], put your thumbs
down like this. This picture shows Leo standing up against a larger lion.
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He is being [brave]. He is [not afraid]. Does this picture show someone
being brave? How do you know? (Elicit extended, individual student
responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you
flip through the book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state
that they do or do not look brave.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, [grin]. Listen, [grin] means ‘to smile.’ What does [grin] mean? [To
smile]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows
someone who has a [grin], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture
doesn’t show someone who starts [to smile], put your thumbs down like
this. This picture shows Leo walking through the door to tell his mom that
he couldn’t wait to see the dentist again. He started to [grin] after his
dentist appointment. Leo started [to smile] when he got to choose a
toothbrush. Does this picture show someone start to [grin]? How do you
know? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that demonstrate a
full understanding of the target word as you flip through the book.
Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not
show a grin.)
(h) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Brave] means [not afraid].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone you know who has
been [brave]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me what you
or someone else did that was [brave] and how you know that you or they
were [not afraid]. I will help you write down words to go along with your
drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Grin] means [to smile].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone you know who is
starting to [grin]. Remember, you will need to draw someone who is
starting [to smile]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me who
you are drawing that is showing a [grin] and how you know they are
about [to smile]. I will help you write down words to go along with your
drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [brave] or show us what makes
you [grin]. In this small group, you will show me and your friends what it
means to be [brave] and [grin]. Remember that you need to show us someone
who is [not afraid] and likes [to smile].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 1 Week 4:
Jungle Friends Go to the Beach
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(i) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new words,
each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will be
provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [gorgeous]. Say the
new word with me, [gorgeous]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[gorgeous]. Listen, [gorgeous] means ‘pretty.’ What does [gorgeous]
mean? Pretty.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Marquez Monkey was
looking for [gorgeous] seashells when he went to the beach with his
friends. Now read the sentence with the simple definition in place of the
target word. Marquez found [pretty] seashells in the sand with the Jungle
Friends.
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Other things are [gorgeous], too. Butterflies, diamond rings, and flowers
are [gorgeous] because they are very [pretty]. What else can you think of
that is [gorgeous]?
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, soaked.
d. State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [soaked]. Say the
new word with me, [soaked]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[soaked]. Listen, [soaked] means ‘really wet.’ What does [soaked] mean?
Really wet.”
e. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo the Lion got [soaked]
after he got splashed by the big wave. Now read the sentence with the
simple definition in place of the target word. Leo the Lion got [really wet]
after he got splashed by the big wave.
f. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
We have probably all gotten [soaked], too, when we swim or go out in the
rain. Children are [soaked] when they get out of the swimming pool. Boys
and girls get [really wet] when they go swimming. Have you been
[soaked] before?
(j) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
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(1) Listen, [gorgeous] means pretty. What does [gorgeous] mean? [Pretty].
Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows something
that is [gorgeous], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t
show something that looks [gorgeous], put your thumbs down like this.
This picture under the seashell shows something that is [gorgeous]. It is
[pretty]. Does this picture show something that is [gorgeous]? How do
you know? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that demonstrate
a full understanding of the target word as you flip through the book.
Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not
look gorgeous.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, [soaked]. Listen, [soaked] means ‘really wet.’ What does [soaked]
mean? [Really wet]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the
picture shows someone or something that is [soaked], put your thumbs up
like this. If the picture doesn’t show someone or something that is [really
wet], put your thumbs down like this. This picture shows Leo the Lion
standing on the beach after the big wave. He got [soaked] from all of the
water splashing on him. Leo was [really wet] from that big wave. Does
this picture show someone getting [soaked]? How do you know? (Elicit
extended, individual student responses that demonstrate a full
understanding of the target word as you flip through the book. Students
should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not show
soaked.)
(k) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Gorgeous] means [pretty].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone or something that is
[gorgeous]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about why
this person or thing is [gorgeous] and how you know that they are
[pretty]. I will help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Soaked] means [really
wet]. Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone or something
you know who gets [soaked]. Remember, you will need to draw someone
or something that gets [really]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to
tell me about who or what you are drawing that gets [soaked] and how
you know they are [really wet]. I will help you write down words to go
along with your drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [gorgeous] or [soaked]. In this
small group, you will show me and your friends what it means to be
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[gorgeous] and [soaked]. Remember that you need to show us someone who
is [pretty] or gets [really wet].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction –
Unit 2 Week 5: Jungle Friends Bake a Cake (REVIEW of Unit 1 words)
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each REVIEW storybook on Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays, the facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following
protocol for each of those days to review all 6 storybook words from Unit 1:
(l) On Mondays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on reviewing
the meaning of two of the new words, each with explicit and child-friendly
definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. One of our new words is [grin]. Say
the new word with me, [grin]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [grin].
Listen, [grin] means ‘to smile.’ What does [grin] mean? To smile.” Yes,
[grin] means [to smile].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[different]. Say the new word with me, [different]. Now tell me, what is
our new word? [different]. Listen, [different] means [not the same]. What
does [different] mean? Not the same.” Yes, [different] means [not the
same].
(m) On Tuesdays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on reviewing
the meaning of two more of the new words, each with explicit and child-friendly
definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[enormous]. Say the new word with me, [enormous]. Now tell me, what is
our new word? [enormous]. Listen, [enormous] means [really big]. What
does [enormous] mean? Really big.” Yes, [enormous] means [really big].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[gorgeous]. Say the new word with me, [gorgeous]. Now tell me, what is
our new word? [gorgeous]. Listen, [gorgeous] means [pretty]. What does
[gorgeous] mean? Pretty.” Yes, [gorgeous] means [pretty].
(n) On Wednesdays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on
reviewing the meaning of the last two of the new words, each with explicit and
child-friendly definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[brave]. Say the new word with me, [brave]. Now tell me, what is our new
word? [brave]. Listen, [brave] means [not scared]. What does [brave]
mean? Not scared.” Yes, [brave] means [not scared].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[soaked]. Say the new word with me, [soaked]. Now tell me, what is our
new word? [soaked]. Listen, [soaked] means [really wet]. What does
[soaked] mean? Really wet.” Yes, [soaked] means [really wet].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 2 Week 6:
Marquez Monkeys Around
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(o) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new words,
each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will be
provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [reckless]. Say the
new word with me, [reckless]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[reckless]. Listen, [reckless] means ‘not safe.’ What does [reckless]
mean? Not safe.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Marquez Monkey was
acting [reckless] when he swung wildly on the trees. Marquez knocked
down the bananas and messed up his friends’ fun. Now read the sentence
with the simple definition in place of the target word. Marquez was acting
[not safe] when he was swinging wildly from tree to tree.
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Sometimes other people act [reckless], too. Running in the classroom or in
the hallways is [reckless] because it is [not safe]. Cars can be [reckless]
and drive too fast on the road. If they are [not safe], they could have a
wreck. Can you think of a time that you or someone you know was
[reckless]?
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, ruin.
g. State the new word and its meaning. Our other new word is [ruin]. Say the
new word with me, [ruin]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [ruin].
Listen, [ruin] means ‘to mess up.’ What does [ruin] mean? To mess up.”
h. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Marquez crashed into the
tree and [ruined] his tree house. Now read the sentence with the simple
definition in place of the target word. Marquez was swinging and having
fun until he [messed up] the tree house.
i. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
We have probably all gotten carried away having fun and maybe [ruined]
something on accident. Children might [ruin] their friends block tower if
they aren’t careful and knock it down. Boys and girls can [mess up] their
friends’ artwork by coloring on their paper by mistake. Have you [ruined]
someone’s toys or drawing before?
(p) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
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(1) Listen, [reckless] means [not safe]. What does [reckless] mean? [Not
safe]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows
someone who is being [reckless], put your thumbs up like this. If the
picture doesn’t show someone being [reckless], put your thumbs down like
this. This picture under the flap shows some Jungle Friends who are being
[reckless]. They are climbing up the slide so they are [not safe]. Climbing
up the slide could hurt ourselves or our friends who are coming down.
Does this picture show someone who is [reckless]? How do you know they
are [not safe]? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that
demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you flip through the
book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or
do not look reckless.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, [ruin]. Listen, [ruin] means ‘to mess up.’ What does [ruin] mean?
[To mess up]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture
shows something that is [ruined], put your thumbs up like this. If the
picture doesn’t show someone or something that is [messed up], put your
thumbs down like this. This picture shows Ellie, Tanisha, and Leo playing
in a group. Their fun got [ruined] from Marquez swinging wildly on the
trees. Kaboom! Marquez crashed and the tree got [messed up] in his tree
house. Does this picture under the flap show something getting [ruined]?
How do you know it is messed up? (Elicit extended, individual student
responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you
flip through the book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state
that they do or do not show ruin.)
(q) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Reckless] means [not safe].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone or something that is
acting [reckless]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about
why this person or thing is [reckless] and how you know that it is [not
safe]. I will help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Ruin] means [to mess
up]. Today you will draw a picture of something you know that got
[ruined]. Remember, you will need to draw something that got [messed
up]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about who or what
you are drawing that got [ruined] and how you know it got [messed up]. I
will help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [reckless] or [ruined]. In this
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small group, you will show me and your friends what it means to be [reckless]
and [ruined]. Remember that you need to show us someone who is [not safe]
or gets [messed up].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 2 Week 7:
If Elephants Could Fly
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(r) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new words,
each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will be
provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [imagine]. Say the
new word with me, [imagine]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[imagine]. Listen, [imagine] means ‘to pretend.’ What does [imagine]
mean? “To pretend.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Ellie Elephant sat under the
tree and began to [imagine] what it would be like to fly. Now read the
sentence with the simple definition in place of the target word. So she
closed her eyes and [pretended] that she was an elephant who flies! It’s
fun to [imagine]!
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Sometimes I like to [imagine] things, too. I like to [imagine] that I am a
super teacher with special powers. Maybe I could even fly like Ellie! Now
shut your eyes and [pretend] that you can fly. Can you [imagine] yourself
like Ellie Elephant way up high in the sky? Can you think of a time that
you wanted [to pretend]? What does [imagine] mean? [To pretend].
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, soar.
j. State the new word and its meaning. Our other new word is [soar]. Say
the new word with me, [soar]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [soar].
Listen, [soar] means ‘to fly.’ What does [soar] mean? To fly.”
k. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Ellie saw an airplane and a
bird while she was pretending to fly. Then, Ellie [soared] into space! Now
read the sentence with the simple definition in place of the target word.
Ellie got [to fly] to space and dance with the stars. That is very far away!
l. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
What are some other things that you can think of that [soar]? Rockets,
airplanes, helicopters, and birds all [soar] as they [fly] through the sky.
Can you imagine [soaring] into space like Ellie? Do you think you would
like [to fly]?
(s) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
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(1) Listen, [imagine] means [to pretend]. What does [imagine] mean? [to
pretend]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows
someone who is [imagining], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture
doesn’t show someone [pretending], put your thumbs down like this. This
picture shows Marquez [imagining] that he is running a race. He is
[pretending]. Does this picture show someone who is [imagining] or
[pretending]? How do you know? (Elicit extended, individual student
responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you
flip through the book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state
that they do or do not show imagine.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, soar. Listen, [soar] means ‘to fly.’ What does [soar] mean? [To
fly]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows
something that is [soaring], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture
doesn’t show someone or something that is [flying], put your thumbs down
like this. The picture under the flap shows Tanisha Toucan in the sky.
What is she doing? She [soars]! Tanisha can [fly] through the sky since
she is a bird. Does this picture show someone [soaring]? How do you
know? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that demonstrate a
full understanding of the target word as you flip through the book.
Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not
show soar.)
(t) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Imagine] means [to pretend].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone else who is
[imagining]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about what
this person is [imagining] and how you know that they are [pretending]. I
will help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Soar] means [to fly].
Today you will draw a picture of something or someone who you know
that [soared]. Remember, you will need to draw someone or something
that [flies]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about who or
what you are drawing that [soars] and how you know they are [flying]. I
will help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to [imagine] or [soar]. In this small
group, you will show me and your friends what it means to [imagine] and
[soar]. Remember that you need to show us someone or something who
[pretends] or [flies].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 2 Week 8:
Leo Loses His Roar
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(u) On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new words,
each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will be
provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [ill]. Say the new
word with me, [ill]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [ill]. Listen, [ill]
means ‘sick.’ What does [ill] mean? “Sick.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo Lion woke up in the
morning and began to feel [ill]. Now read the sentence with the simple
definition in place of the target word. He had a big day ahead of him but
his nose was stuffy and his throat hurt and he felt [sick]. He was supposed
to practice for the school play but he was [ill]. Leo’s mother asked his
friends to come over to help him feel better. It’s no fun to [sick]!
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Sometimes we get [ill], too. I have been [ill] and not able to come to
school and that makes me sad. I miss my friends when I am [sick]. Can
you tell me when you or someone you know has been [ill]? How did you
know you were [sick]? What does [ill] mean? [Sick].
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, comfort.
m. State the new word and its meaning. Our other new word is [comfort]. Say
the new word with me, [comfort]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[comfort]. Listen, [comfort] means ‘to make you feel better.’ What does
[comfort] mean? To make you feel better.”
n. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo was [ill] so his mother
asked his friends to come over to [comfort] him. Now read the sentence
with the simple definition in place of the target word. Leo’s mom knew
that his friends would [make him feel better] since he was [sick] and could
maybe have to miss the school play. That would be sad for Leo but nice of
his friends to try [comfort] him!
o. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
What are some other things you can think of that give you [comfort]?
Blankets, stuffed animals, and yummy soup can [comfort] you [to make
you feel better] when you are [ill]. Can you think of anything else that
[comforts] you when you are [sick]? What makes [you feel better]?
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(v) On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
(1) Listen, [ill] means [sick]. What does [ill] mean? [sick]. Now let’s look at
some pictures. If you think the picture shows someone who is [ill], put
your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show someone who is
[sick], put your thumbs down like this. This picture shows Leo waking up
in the morning and feeling [ill]. He is [sick]. Does this picture show
someone who is [ill] or [sick]? How do you know? (Elicit extended,
individual student responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the
target word as you flip through the book. Students should be able to
choose pictures and state that they do or do not show ill.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, comfort. Listen, [comfort] means ‘to make you feel better.’ What
does [comfort] mean? [To make you feel better]. Now let’s look at some
pictures. If you think the picture shows something that is [comforting], put
your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show someone or
something that [makes you feel better], put your thumbs down like this.
The picture shows the Jungle Friends bringing special things to [comfort]
Leo. What did they each bring? Tanisha brought berries, Marquez
brought soup, and Ellie brought a cold, wet cloth to help [comfort] Leo.
The Jungle Friends helped [to make Leo feel better] by bringing special
things to him. Does this picture show someone [comforting] Leo? How do
you know? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that demonstrate
a full understanding of the target word as you flip through the book.
Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not
show comfort.)
(w) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Ill] means [sick]. Today you
will draw a picture of yourself or someone else who is [ill]. While you’re
drawing, I want you each to tell me about how this person is [ill] and how
you know that they are [sick]. I will help you write down words to go
along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Comfort] means [to
make you feel better]. Today you will draw a picture of something or
someone who you know who is [comforting] someone else. Remember, you
will need to draw someone or something that [makes you feel better].
While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about who or what you
are drawing that gives [comfort] and how you know they are [making you
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feel better]. I will help you write down words to go along with your
drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [ill] or give [comfort]. In this
small group, you will show me and your friends what it means to feel [ill] and
give someone [comfort]. Remember that you need to show us someone or
something who [sick] or what someone can do [to make you feel better].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 2 Week 9
(Review Week): Jungle Friends Go to the Park
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each REVIEW storybook on Mondays, Tuesdays,
and Wednesdays, the facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following
protocol for each of those days to review all 6 storybook words from Unit 2:
(x) On Mondays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on reviewing
the meaning of two of the new words, each with explicit and child-friendly
definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. One of our new words is [soar]. Say
the new word with me, [soar]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [soar].
Listen, [soar] means [to fly]. What does [soar] mean? To fly.” Yes, [soar]
means [to fly].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is [ill].
Say the new word with me, [ill]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [ill].
Listen, [ill] means [sick]. What does [ill] mean? Sick.” Yes, [ill] means
[sick].
(y) On Tuesdays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on reviewing
the meaning of two more of the new words, each with explicit and child-friendly
definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[ruin]. Say the new word with me, [ruin]. Now tell me, what is our new
word? [ruin]. Listen, [ruin]means [to mess up]. What does [ruin]mean?
To mess up.” Yes, [ruin]means [to mess up].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[comfort]. Say the new word with me, [comfort]. Now tell me, what is our
new word? [comfort]. Listen, [comfort] means [to make you feel better].
What does [comfort] mean? To make you feel better.” Yes, [comfort]
means [to make you feel better].
(z) On Wednesdays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on
reviewing the meaning of the last two of the new words, each with explicit and
child-friendly definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[reckless]. Say the new word with me, [reckless]. Now tell me, what is our
new word? [reckless]. Listen, [reckless] means [not safe]. What does
[reckless] mean? Not safe.” Yes, [reckless] means [not safe].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[imagine]. Say the new word with me, [imagine]. Now tell me, what is our
new word? [imagine]. Listen, [imagine] means [to pretend]. What does
[imagine] mean? To pretend.” Yes, [imagine] means [to pretend].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 3 Week 10:
Ellie Gets Stuck
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(aa)
On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new
words, each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will
be provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [leap]. Say the new
word with me, [leap]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [leap]. Listen,
[leap] means ‘to jump.’ What does [leap] mean? “To jump.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo Lion was chasing
Marquez during their game of tag and he had to [leap] to get him. Now
read the sentence with the simple definition in place of the target word.
Leo had [to jump] to catch Marquez by the tail during the Jungle Friends’
game of tag. Marquez was fast but Leo was able to [leap] and tag him.
Leo [ jumped] far!
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
People and animals can [leap], too. We see frogs and bunnies who [leap]
around outside. I like to watch them [jump]. Can you stand up and show
me with your body how to [leap]? Can you [jump] three times? Ok, now
sit back down and tell me, what does [leap] mean? [To jump].
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, pause.
p. State the new word and its meaning. Our other new word is [pause]. Say
the new word with me, [pause]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[pause]. Listen, [pause] means ‘to stop.’ What does [pause] mean? To
stop.”
q. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Marquez was tired from
playing tag so he [paused] to rest for a minute or two. Now read the
sentence with the simple definition in place of the target word. Marquez
needed to take a rest from chasing his friends in tag, so he decided [to
stop] for a little while. He [paused] on Ellie who was stuck between the
trees!
r. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
Can we try to play a game where you [pause] when I tell you? When I say
“start” you clap your hands until I tell you [to stop]. When I say [pause],
I want you [to stop] clapping. Ready? I hope you will [stop] when I say
[pause]. Start! (Allow the children to clap for a few seconds). [Pause]!
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Great job! You [stopped] clapping when I said [pause]. What word means
[to stop]? ‘Pause.’ Yes, [pause].
(bb)
On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
(1) Listen, [leap] means [to jump]. What does [leap] mean? [to jump]. Now
let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows someone who is
[leaping], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show
someone who is [leaping], put your thumbs down like this. This picture
shows Leo chasing Marquez and tagging his tail during their game of tag.
Leo had to [leap] to get Marquez. He had [to jump]. Does this picture
show someone who is [leaping] or [jumping]? How do you know? (Elicit
extended, individual student responses that demonstrate a full
understanding of the target word as you flip through the book. Students
should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not show
leap.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, pause. Listen, [pause] means ‘to stop.’ What does [pause] mean?
[To stop]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows
someone who is [pausing], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture
doesn’t show someone or something that [stopped], put your thumbs down
like this. The picture shows the Marquez leaning up against something
that is big, round, and blue…It is Ellie! Marquez needed to [pause] the
game of tag to take a rest. He wanted [to stop] for a few minutes.
Remember you practiced tapping and clapping until you were asked to
[pause]? You [stopped] when you were supposed to in those little games.
Does this picture show someone [pause] Leo? How do you know? (Elicit
extended, individual student responses that demonstrate a full
understanding of the target word as you flip through the book. Students
should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not show
pause.)
(cc)
On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to
engage the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about
the target words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Leap] means [to jump]. Today
you will draw a picture of yourself or someone else who is [leaping].
While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about how this person is
[leaping] and how you know that they are [jumping]. I will help you write
down words to go along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Pause] means [to stop].
Today you will draw a picture of something or someone who you know
who is [pausing] when someone else says “Stop!” Remember, you will
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need to draw someone who[stops] because they needed to [pause]. While
you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about who you are drawing
that [pauses] and what made them [stop] doing something. I will help you
write down words to go along with your drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to [leap] or [pause]. In this small
group, you will show me and your friends what it means to [leap] and to
[pause]. Remember that you need to show us someone or something who can
[jump] or what someone is doing when they are asked [to stop].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 3 Week 11:
A New Jungle Friend
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(dd)
On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new
words, each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will
be provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [speedy]. Say the
new word with me, [speedy]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[speedy]. Listen, [speedy] means ‘fast.’ What does [speedy] mean?
“Fast.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo Lion runs faster than all
of the Jungle Friends. He is [speedy]. Now read the sentence with the
simple definition in place of the target word. Marquez wishes he was
[speedy]. He wishes he could run very [fast]. Marquez and the Jungle
Friends were all playing in the jungle and the friends thought it would be
more fun if they could be [speedy] and run really fast like Leo.
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Other things can be [speedy], too. I have seen race cars that are [speedy]
and go very fast around the racetrack. I like watching which car goes the
fastest! Can you tell me about something or someone you know that is
[speedy]? How did you know they were [fast]? What does [speedy] mean?
[Fast].
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, comfort.
s. State the new word and its meaning. Our other new word is [wise]. Say
the new word with me, [wise]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[Wise]. Listen, [wise] means ‘smart.’ What does [wise] mean? Smart.”
t. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. The Jungle Friends were
talking about how fast Leo was, how big Ellie’s feet were, how Marquez
could swing around, and how Tanisha wished she was different. The
whole time, a long green snake was listening to everything the Jungle
Friends said. The snake did not wish to be different because he thought
being himself was fun. The snake was [wise]. Now read the sentence with
the simple definition in place of the target word. The snake was [smart]
because he knew so much about being special. The snake convinced each
of the Jungle Friends to appreciate all of their differences. What a [wise]
new friend the snake was!
u. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
Who else do you know who is [wise]? Doctors, teachers, mommies, and
daddies are all [wise] because they know a lot of things about life. They
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are all very [smart] and can help you learn new things. Can you think of
anyone else who is [wise]? How do you know they are [smart]?
(ee)
On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
(1) Listen, [speedy] means [fast]. What does [speedy] mean? [fast]. Now let’s
look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows someone who is
[speedy], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show
someone who is [fast], put your thumbs down like this. This picture shows
Leo being [speedy]. He is running [fast]. Does this airplane picture show
something that is [speedy] or [fast]? How do you know? (Elicit extended,
individual student responses that demonstrate a full understanding of the
target word as you flip through the book. Students should be able to
choose pictures and state that they do or do not show speedy.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, wise. Listen, [wise] means ‘fast.’ What does [wise] mean? [Fast].
Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows something
that is [wise], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show
someone or something that is [fast], put your thumbs down like this. The
picture shows the snake listening to what the Jungle Friends are saying.
The snake is being [wise] because it knows all of the friends are special.
The snake reminded all of the Jungle Friends that they are different. It was
very [smart] of the snake to notice that even though it can’t run, fly, or
swing, it has special things about itself and says, “It is fun being me!”
Does this picture show someone who is [wise], too? How do you know
that a doctor is wise? (Elicit extended, individual student responses that
demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you flip through the
book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or
do not show wise.)
(ff) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Speedy] means [fast]. Today
you will draw a picture of yourself or someone else who is [speedy]. While
you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about how this person is
[speedy] and how you know that they are [fast]. I will help you write down
words to go along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Wise] means [smart].
Today you will draw a picture of someone who you know who is [wise].
Remember, you will need to draw someone who is [smart]. While you’re
drawing, I want you each to tell me about who you are drawing that is
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[wise] and how you know they are [smart]. I will help you write down
words to go along with your drawing.
*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [speedy] or [wise]. In this
small group, you will show me and your friends what it means to be [speedy]
and [wise]. Remember that you need to show us someone or something who is
[fast] or someone who is [smart].
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Teacher/ Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction – Unit 3 Week 12:
Marquez’s Backwards Day
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each story on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, the
facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following protocol for each of
those days:
(gg)
On Mondays, the script will focus on reviewing the meaning of the new
words, each with explicit and child-friendly definitions. Example sentences will
be provided during this session to use the new words and simple definitions in
context.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Our new word is [ridiculous]. Say the
new word with me, [ridiculous]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[Ridiculous]. Listen, [ridiculous] means ‘silly.’ What does [ridiculous]
mean? “Silly.”
(2) Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Marquez Monkey jumped
out of bed in the morning and was ready to play! That monkey was feeling
[ridiculous]! Now read the sentence with the simple definition in place of
the target word. Marquez felt extra [silly]. He wanted to do things
backwards. Marquez wore his hat on his feet and his boot on his head. It
was [ridiculous]! Marquez told his mother it was backwards day! Boy,
was he feeling [silly]!
(3) Provide students with examples of the target words used in other contexts.
Sometimes we act [ridiculous], too. I have acted [silly] and worn my
clothes backwards before. One time on Easter, I put bunny ears on my
dogs and took a picture. That sure was [silly]! Can you tell me when you
or someone you know has been [ridiculous]? How did you know they were
being [silly]? What does [ridiculous] mean? [Silly].
Repeat steps a - c for the other new word from the story, tumble.
v. State the new word and its meaning. Our other new word is [tumble]. Say
the new word with me, [tumble]. Now tell me, what is our new word?
[tumble]. Listen, [tumble] means ‘to fall.’ What does [tumble] mean? To
fall.
w. Read the sentence aloud with the target word. Leo and his friends were
sliding one at a time at the park. Marquez was feeling silly on backwards
day and he went up the slide instead. The Jungle friends thought it looked
like fun but when they all went up the slide, they [tumbled] to the ground.
Now read the sentence with the simple definition in place of the target
word. The Jungle Friends [fell] after they tried going up the slide, and
Marquez bumped his head. Maybe Marquez’s backwards day wasn’t a
very good idea!
x. Provide students with examples of the target word used in other contexts.
When have you taken a [tumble]? Maybe you [tumbled] off of a chair,
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bed, or even the steps. Did you ever [fall] on the playground at school?
What do you think about having a backwards day?
(hh)
On Tuesdays, the facilitator will present visuals to represent the targeted
vocabulary words. These pictures will show examples and non-examples of the
targeted words:
(1) Listen, [ridiculous] means [silly]. What does [ridiculous] mean? [silly].
Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows someone or
something who is being [ridiculous], put your thumbs up like this. If the
picture doesn’t show someone or something who is [silly], put your
thumbs down like this. This picture shows a dog dressed up as a princess.
Isn’t that [ridiculous]? The dog looks so [silly]. Does this picture show
someone who is [ridiculous] or [silly]? How do you know? (Elicit
extended, individual student responses that demonstrate a full
understanding of the target word as you flip through the book. Students
should be able to choose pictures and state that they do or do not show
ridiculous.)
(2) Repeat with several examples and non-examples of the second targeted
word, tumble. Listen, [tumble] means ‘to fall.’ What does [tumble] mean?
[To fall]. Now let’s look at some pictures. If you think the picture shows
[tumble], put your thumbs up like this. If the picture doesn’t show
someone who [falls], put your thumbs down like this. The picture shows
the Jungle Friends when they [tumbled] because they tried to copy
Marquez and go up the slide for backwards day. The Jungle Friends all
[fell] to the ground. Does this picture show Ellie [tumble] out of her
chair? How do you know? (Elicit extended, individual student responses
that demonstrate a full understanding of the target word as you flip
through the book. Students should be able to choose pictures and state that
they do or do not show tumble.)
(ii) On Wednesdays, there will be an interactive activity for the facilitator to engage
the students in using the new words, such as acting out or drawing about the target
words:
(1) State the new word and its simple definition and allow students to depict
the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Ridiculous] means [silly].
Today you will draw a picture of yourself or someone else who is being
[ridiculous]. While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about how
this person is [ridiculous] and how you know that they are [silly]. I will
help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
(2) State the second new word and its simple definition and allow students to
depict the meaning of the word in an illustration. [Tumble] means [to fall].
Today you will draw a picture of something or someone who [tumbles].
Remember, you will need to draw someone or something that [falls].
While you’re drawing, I want you each to tell me about who or what you
are drawing that [tumbles] and how you know they are [falling]. I will
help you write down words to go along with your drawing.
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*If time allows or if drawing is not an option, allow the small group to have
the opportunity to act out the meaning of the new word(s). Today you will
have the chance to act out what it means to be [ridiculous] or [tumble]. In this
small group, you will show me and your friends what it means to feel
[ridiculous] and someone or something that [tumbles]. Remember that you
need to show us someone or something who is being [silly] or someone or
something that [falls].
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Teacher/Paraeducator Script for PLUS Extended Instruction –
Unit 3 Week 13 (Review Week): Jungle Friends Swing Through the Vines
*Activities and script adapted from Silverman et al. (2013) and Coyne et al. (2010)

After the students listen to each REVIEW storybook on Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays, the facilitator (e.g., teacher or paraeducator) will use the following
protocol for each of those days to review all 6 storybook words from Unit 3:
(jj) On Mondays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on reviewing
the meaning of two of the new words, each with explicit and child-friendly
definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. One of our new words is [leap]. Say
the new word with me, [leap]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [leap].
Listen, [leap] means [to jump]. What does [leap] mean? To jump.” Yes,
[leap] means [to jump].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[pause]. Say the new word with me, [pause]. Now tell me, what is our new
word? [pause]. Listen, [pause] means [to stop]. What does [pause] mean?
To stop.” Yes, [pause] means [to stop].
(kk)
On Tuesdays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on
reviewing the meaning of two more of the new words, each with explicit and
child-friendly definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. One of our new words is [wise]. Say
the new word with me, [wise]. Now tell me, what is our new word? [wise].
Listen, [wise] means [smart]. What does [wise] mean? Smart.” Yes,
[wise] means [smart].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[speedy]. Say the new word with me, [speedy]. Now tell me, what is our
new word? [speedy]. Listen, [speedy] means [fast]. What does [speedy]
mean? Fast.” Yes, [speedy] means [fast].
(ll) On Wednesdays during Review Storybook Weeks, the script will focus on
reviewing the meaning of the last two of the new words, each with explicit and
child-friendly definitions.
(1) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[ridiculous]. Say the new word with me, [ridiculous]. Now tell me, what is
our new word? [ridiculous]. Listen, [ridiculous] means [silly]. What does
[ridiculous] mean? Silly.” Yes, [ridiculous] means [silly].
(2) State the new word and its meaning. Another one of our new words is
[tumble]. Say the new word with me, [tumble]. Now tell me, what is our
new word? [tumble]. Listen, [tumble] means [to fall]. What does [tumble]
mean? To fall.” Yes, [tumble] means [to fall].
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